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LEGAL NOTICE
This publication has been researched and
produced by egta’s radio department, and it
draws inspiration from the open sources, egta
materials and databases, conversations with
industry experts and literature from multiple
sources. Whilst every effort has been made
to ensure the accuracy of the information in
publication, egta does not accept responsibility
for possible errors or omissions. The opinions
and analysis expressed in the publication are
those of egta and do not necessarily reflect the
views of the other parties.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY & Introduction
Convergence between broadcast and online continues to transform the current media landscape. Radio’s
big challenge is therefore to find its way forward in the new digital world.
It is fair to say that radio advertising is experiencing a renaissance. As it progresses from radio to audio,
the strengths of the medium are developing beyond the simply reliable, toward the innovative and
progressive. Brands and agencies need to and are starting to fully recognise the importance of audio
within a marketing strategy and all media plans. Indeed, improvements in technology and user experience,
plus brand safety permanently being under the spotlight, has brought audio to the forefront of change.
Both agencies and radio/audio sales houses are collaborating and investing heavily in future audio
opportunities rather than maintaining the past. This is a fantastic opportunity for our industry even if it
means that advertising professionals have to become true polymaths in order to excel in the increasingly
complex ecosystem.
egta’s role consists of leading the way through the collection, analysis and dissemination of know-how,
innovation and best practice among member companies as well as with the input of related industries
such as online media and advertising, internet technologies and ad tech.
Online audio monetisation specifically is one of the main areas for radio broadcasters and their sales
houses’ future business development.
It is thus with the idea of bringing both inspiration and practical knowledge to all its members that egta
set out to compile this report which provides an overview of the online audio landscape from the product
development, monetisation, and data/addressability perspectives.
In Chapter 1 we set out the key strategic challenges radio publishers need to consider to develop
their online audio offers and revenues, as well as outline the main priorities in these areas. Chapter 2
examines online radio and online audio products in terms of development strategies, platforms and
types of products. While in Chapter 3 we look into monetisation and business models for online audio.
Finally, Chapter 4 revolves around GDPR, data and strategies to increase the share of radio publishers’
addressable inventory.
The main objectives of this report are: (1) to pose key strategic questions which the radio industry needs
to address in order to excel in the online audio domain, (2) to provide a helicopter view of the main tactics
being deployed by radio publishers with regards to the monetisation of existing online assets, as well as
(3) to outline potential directions for the future development of online radio products.
We hope that our examination and analysis, combined with a plethora of cases and examples from various
markets, will offer inspiration to the readers and support radio publishers in their online audio endeavours.
The egta team

say about broadcast media, radio isn’t dead, it isn’t
on life support, and isn’t even in the emergency
room. But radio might benefit from a sober selfassessment of its role in a digitally disrupted

CHAPTER 01:
Challenges and
strategies to monetise
online audio

media landscape.” Although it will not find itself
in danger over the next several years, radio will
not do itself service by ignoring the decline of
broadcast listening and the emergence of online
audio alternatives.

Broadcast radio remains stable,
but it is not growing. Radio has
to accelerate its move online to
future-proof its business.
a. List enership – A new a ppr o a ch to
r adio a s a med i um is need ed to a ttr a ct
ne w a ud i ences.
As Pandora stated in its “The Definitive Guide to
Audio 20181: “Despite what some media pundits

High and relatively stable reach (compared to the
steep fall of print or the decline of linear TV in
many markets) is the radio industry’s main mantra.
But the actual consumption of radio – time spent
listening (TSL) is inevitably decreasing and it is
challenging to attract new audiences to broadcast
radio to compensate for this decline. The speed of
this change varies from country to country and is

FIGURE 01: share of total listening time, by age
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influenced by unique local factors. Therefore, it is
important to base estimations for a given market
on local market research. The estimations show
that within the next decade radio will have less than
50% of listening share among the demographic 1655 in Western Europe and North America.
This trend is specifically challenging for music
radios which have to compete for listeners and
TSL with the booming offer of music streaming
services.
Research on music consumption in the U.S.2
demonstrates that broadcast radio has 17% of
listening time among 16 to 24-year-olds and
30% for 25 to 34-year-olds, while listening to
music radio brands online accounts only for 2% to
4% of TSL across all demographics. On the other
hand, streaming music services and internet
only radios have more than a 50% of TSL share
combined for the 16 to 34-year-old group. Those
figures, together with similar available studies
and Spotify users’ analysis from GlobalWebIndex3
show clearly that the decline is not related to the
particular channel or delivering technology (AM/
FM/DAB or IP), it is more about the product (linear
vs. interactive). Younger users prefer streaming
services for music consumption; it is a growing
trend all over the globe.

the Burrel study5 the share of digital revenue of
radio stations is growing (by 13.4% in 2017) and
“now makes up 7.5% of the average station’s ad
revenues, an increase from 2016’s 6.3%”.
The radio industry needs to make sure that online
becomes the focus of its product, marketing and
advertising departments in order to develop and
sell products and services that compliment radio
advertising campaigns, create an added value to its
linear offer, and thus to further develop its digital
revenues.

b. Revenues – onli ne a d ver ti si ng i s
g r owing, broa d ca st i s f l a t. Ra d i o ha s
to purs ue the onli ne g r o w th po tenti a l
r ath er tha n play defensi ve.
On average, the net broadcast radio advertising
revenues are either flat or slightly decreasing
across many European markets as well as in the
U.S.4
Despite the fact that the 25th anniversary of the
first online radio simulcast is approaching n 2019,
the monetisation of online audio is a relatively new
venture for many radio companies and thus online
revenues tend to represent a one-digit share of
their total revenues. According to RAB U.S. and
© Copyright egta 2018. All rights reserved.
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Online audio strategy for radio
publishers. Key issues to address.
Radio executives should approach online audio
activities on their own merit rather than consider
them as radio though distributed online and on a
smaller scale than FM. The solution is to evaluate
it from an outsider’s perspective and assess how
to take advantage of synergies with the existing
broadcast business, while at the same time
realising the full potential internet technologies
bring to the modern media and advertising
ecosystem.
There are several key strategic challenges radio
publishers need to consider to develop their
online audio offers and revenues:
• What is the realistic audience and revenue
growth potential from online audio
advertising for radio companies? Under what
circumstances, will online audiences and
revenues catch up with broadcast?
• How to acquire and retain online audience
(ideally without jeopardising the broadcast
ratings)?
• What kind of radio products to offer online?
What will keep the audience tuned online for
as long as possible? What kind of content will
engage the audience across various platforms
and different touchpoints?
• Personalisation and niche content vs. linear
offer and mass reach.
• How to develop the non-linear audio offer?
What are sustainable business models for
podcasts and interactive music?
• Scale vs. competition. Cooperation between
publishers on a platform level (e.g. industry
radioplayer) and limiting competition to the
content offer.
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• How to deal with existing online radio
aggregators?
• How to build online audio ad inventory? How to
maximise yield from existing streams on top of
pre-rolls and display ads?
• Addressable and known audience – how to
unlock data potential while staying GDPR
compliant?

Photo credit: Kate Ausburn, Unsplash

The main priorities for radio to
grow online audio revenues. Key
takeaways and food for thought.

for radio publishers in terms of personalisation of
brand experience for their listeners, for example,
content, players’ functionality or even the way a

a. T h e growth ha cking a ppr o a ch
r adio ’s online a udi ences.

It is also essential to use broadcast radio’s
massive reach, loyal audience and advanced
marketing tools to extend a radio brand beyond
the broadcast platform. Radio has to move its
audience online in order to keep its relevance in
the future. As long as listeners stick to the same
radio brand, there is no harm in promoting one’s
own online assets.

to

In order to excel in the online audio domain and
to compete with the existing audio alternatives,
radio brands have to experiment and test various
online audio products (i.e. pop-up stations,
curated playlists, adjusted versions of broadcasts
streams, personalised products, podcasts, catchup audio, mobile apps, smart speakers skills,
etc.). Radio publishers need to keep track of, and
continuously learn about, what is new and hot
in the online audio industry, what listeners expect
from streaming services, and what radio can offer
as well as how radio can meet these expectations.

given radio brand communicates with a listener.



More on the topic on page 14.

While retaining the strength and advantages of
linear radio, it is important to explore what is feasible
© Copyright egta 2018. All rights reserved.
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b. T h e re a re so ma ny pl a tfo r m s ava i l a bl e
for ra di o online, tha t i t i s ea sy to
lose focus a nd pul ver i se r eso ur ces.
It is essenti a l to pr i o r i ti se pl a tfo r m s

ad network or a sales house. Such an SSP-like
cooperation can take the form of an industry-wide
radio player (e.g. UK Radioplayer), a player and app
launched by one radio publisher but which other

b ased on thei r a ud i ence a nd r evenue
p otentia l specif ica ll y fo r r a d i o .

market actors can join (e.g. iHeartRadio in the U.S.),
an agreement with an external sales house (e.g.
TargetSpot) or an audio exchange network (e.g.
DAX, MAX6), or a joint venture sales house which
would represent the interests of all its shareholder
publishers (e.g. RMS). Any format of cooperation
that ensures an easy access to tangible size of
premium online audio inventory will benefit the
radio industry. As they say “a rising tide lifts all
boats”.

Before embarking on an app development journey
for smart glasses, launching a hybrid radio station,
investing in radio VR experience, or developing
“visual radio”, one must answer five basic
questions about each specific platform:
• Is there an audience?
• Is it a “radio” audience?

It is also crucial to join forces to develop standards
and infrastructure to advance online audio
advertising (similar to what digital publishers
did with banner exchange networks and the
standardisation of display ads in the last decade).

• Will it grow?
• Do you have an idea what to do there?
• Do you know how to monetise it?


More on the topics on page 15.

c . Cons oli d a tion

a nd

co o per a ti o n

are

importa nt for ra d i o publ i sher s to
ac hieve s uf f icient s ca l e a nd to bui l d
an a deq ua te online a ud i o a d ver ti si ng
offe r to complement vi sua l fo r m a ts.
The size of the potential audience as well as the
inventory available to purchase are the most
crucial factors for media or platforms to trigger
the interest from advertisers and media buyers.
Potential reach, frequency and quality of the
audience have to be worth the time and resources
invested, while publishers need to be confident
about their supply volume in order to minimise the
risks of under delivery.
Audio as an advertising channel is gaining
momentum, but in many cases only the leading
publishers with strong digital strategies can offer
a big enough online audio reach and an effective
frequency cap. Smaller publishers have to
consider establishing a form of cooperation
or aggregation of their inventory within an
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More on the topic on pages 19 - 22 , 36.

d . To pr ove t h e s c ale an d e f fe c t ive n e s s
o f o nl i n e r ad io, t h ir d - p ar t y ve r if ie d
a ud i ence m e as u r e m e n t n e e d s t o b e
esta bl i s h e d .
Fragmentation and the challenges related with
aggregating scale are just one part of the puzzle.
Another barrier to increased online audio
advertising investments across many European
markets is the lack of an industry recognised,
third-party verified audience measurement
system. Despite audio being a hot marketing topic
at the moment, advertisers need a benchmark
audience data set they can trust to support their
media planning decisions and to allocate adequate
budgets to the medium. In the U.S., for example,
one of the online audio growth factors was the
introduction of The Webcast Metrics®7 (by Triton
Digital) and its subsequent accreditation by the
Media Ratings Council.


More on the topic on page 41.

e . To mea s ure the a udi ence i s essenti a l
b ut i t i s not suff i ci ent. To f ul l y
r e al is e the potentia l o f the o nl i ne
au dio a d verti si ng o f fer, the m a i n

f. P r e-r o lls an d d is p lay ad s alon e c an n o t
g ener a t e s u s t ain ab le r eve n u e . I t is
necessa r y t o b u ild au d io ad inve n t or y
vo l um e s w it h t h e h e lp of d y n am ic ad

p r iority i s to i ncrea se the sha r e o f
th e a d d res sa ble a udi ence. T hus, r a d i o
p ubli shers need to ensur e tha t they
have f ull control over pl ayer s a nd
p latforms where thei r str ea m s ca n be
acces sed .

i nser ti o n an d r e p lace m e n t s o lu t io n s .
Si m ul cas t is t h e m os t p op u lar an d t h e
m o st u n d e r- m o n e t is e d o n lin e as s e t
o f r a d i o p u b lis h e r s .

The first step for any publisher that wants to
monetise its audience more efficiently and to
achieve a higher yield from its inventory is to make
its users identifiable.
To maximise the opportunities of digital, it is
necessary to move from a broadcast model,
where a reach figure for an anonymised audience
is sufficient for ad sales, to an online media
model where audiences are (ideally) addressable
and matchable across several attributes (socio
demographics, geo-location, behaviour, interests,
etc).
Turning an audience into identifiable and
matchable listeners by aggregating and
activating user and device identifiers, such as
cookies, registrations and mobile ad IDs, allows
radio publishers to – at the very least – provide
advertisers with unduplicated reach, frequency
capping, and enable basic targeting and audience
segmentation, dynamic and/or sequential creative,
as well as ad tracking to inform further attribution
and ROI analysis.
This is the minimum data standard expected of
a premium publisher in the digital ecosystem.
Moreover, such data-infused inventory can achieve
a higher price.


More on the topic on pages 57, 58.

© Copyright egta 2018. All rights reserved.

In order to boost the yield from online audio,
radio needs to unlock the advertising potential
of simulcast and online only radio streams by
adopting a dynamic ad replacement and insertion
model.
The key business opportunity in simulcast results
from the fact that online audio impressions on
average achieve higher CPMs and therefore
higher revenue per impression when compared
to broadcast inventory. Therefore, from a pure
monetisation and yield perspective, simulcast and
inventory from online only brand extensions are
better monetised under the digital models rather
than as an extension of broadcast campaigns with
an equal CPM.
At the inception stage, a radio publisher needs to
measure a share of simulcast in is/hers total reach,
make a realistic evaluation of online audio CPM
and forecast their inventory. In this way, one can
estimate the amount of incremental revenues ad
replacement can bring (see page 43). In any case,
ad replacement does not have to be 100% from the
beginning – a publisher can decide to start with
the replacement of specific ads (such as selfpromo, bonus or pro bono spots, local ads, etc.) to
gradually build inventory and optimise yield.
From a technical point of view, dynamic ad
replacement is not a difficult task – robust
replacement technologies exist and continue to
evolve. What is required to mbrace this opportunity
is a digital strategy and vision in place defining how
to develop online audio products and revenues
– with ad replacement as a logical step towards
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unlocking the simulcast monetisation potential.


More on the topic on page 42.

g . It
is
a d v is ed
to
pr epa r e
the
in fr a structure
a nd
busi ness
p r oces ses req uired fo r pr o g r a m m a ti c
an d a utoma ted sa l es i n a d va nce.
Eve n before the sca l e, vo l um e a nd
r ic h ness of one’s invento r y r ea ch a
ce r t a in threshold, r a d i o publ i sher s
sh ould a li gn thei r o nl i ne a ud i o o f fer
wit h the di gi ta l a dver ti si ng sta nd a r d s
ne ces sa ry to conn ect thei r suppl y
to
progra mma tic
d em a nd .
Such
g r oundwork is beco m i ng even m o r e
urg ent gi ven a n i ncrea se i n the sha r e
of progra mma ti c buys a cr o ss a l l
advertis i ng forma ts .
Premium inventory – characterised by rich user
experience, brand safe content, lack of bot traffic,
free of fraud – is in high demand. At the moment,
even in the U.S. where the share of programmatic
audio buys is much bigger, it does not constitute the
main audio buying method. It is, however, growing
– with the main audio players such as Pandora
and Spotify having launched their programmatic
offerings – and it is expected to take at least one
or two years for it to become the mainstream
method for buying online audio advertising.
There is also no doubt, that in the near future
direct sales alone will not be sufficient to connect
radio’s online inventory with the growing
demand in a full and optimal way. Therefore,
enabling radio’s sales processes and the ad tech
stack for an automated and programmatic mode
is an important task to include in publishers’ online
audio development roadmap.
Automated solutions not only position radio as a
fully digital and programmatic medium at scale in
the eyes of buyers, but also offer a cost-saving
model for the agencies involved in radio planning.
Additionally, programmatic marketplaces are
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popular among digital native companies that never
bothered to hire a TV or radio agency. Thus, a radio
buying dashboard unlocks radio’s potential as an
addition to their media mix and brings new clients
and new money to radio.
In addition to programmatic audio inventory, it
might also be beneficial for radio publishers to
explore opportunities behind other ad formats,
including premium video advertising.


More on the topic on pages 56, 60.

h. T he r ad io in d u s t r y n e e d s t o r e thi nk s om e of t h e f u n d am e n t als
behi nd h ow au d io ad ve r t is in g c an
hel p b r an d s h ave a co nve r s at ion
w i th th e ir c u s t om e r s an d p r o s p e c t s .
Ra ther t h an s im p ly co py in g t h e
br o a d cas t r ad io ad ve r t is in g m o d e l
a nd l o g ic , it is in c r e as in g ly n e ce s s ar y
to ex p e r im e n t w it h alt e r n at ive ad
a ppr o a c h e s t ailor e d t o t h e o n lin e
envi r o n m e n t ( i. e . le n g t h o f s p ot s , ad
br ea k for m u las , d y n am ic c r e at ive ,
i nter a ct ive au d io ad s , t ar g e t in g an d
r ea ch b u ild in g , e t c . ) .
In spite of the differences between the two
ecosystems, many marketers and radio
professionals still consider online audio advertising
as just another form of radio advertising.
However, when taking into account several crucial
differences – where, how and when people
consume online audio, listeners expectations from
the medium, immersive experience and appointed
listening context in the case of podcasts and
audio on-demand, data richness, personalisation
and targeting capabilities, and finally advertising
tolerance – online audio provides a new set
of opportunities for all parties involved. New
tools give an opportunity to review audio ad
communication taking into account not only
the general audience profile, time of day and
geographical coverage, but move it to another level

Photo credit: Will Stewart, Unsplash

by adjusting brand’s communication based on:
• Who – data-supported insights about the
audience of a given message and how it
resonates with the target audience of a product;
• When – what is the right time to start a
conversation, not to interrupt or intrude, rather
than hammering listeners with commercials
when they are not actually receptive;
• How – what is the best format to deliver a
message and how to personalise it.
It is a chance to create a less interruptive, more
immersive and premium audio advertising
experience, with higher ROI for advertisers and
higher yield for publishers.

devices, A/B testing of creatives and campaigns,
deployment of the newest technologies (such as
machine learning, speech recognition, etc.) and
developing data-rich capabilities.
New audio advertising technologies and concepts
are already being tested and implemented by radio
and online audio publishers across various markets.
Examples include: interactive audio and voice
activated ads, dynamic creative personalisation,
3D audio, direct response audio campaigns, audio
retargeting and second-party data partnerships,
branded podcasts and sponsorships.


More on the topic on page 46, 51.

Online audio advertising is a relatively new field
and requires continuous experiments on what is
the optimal mix of ad formats, ad load, frequency,
length, content, context etc. All that requires
more research, adjusting to various platforms and
© Copyright egta 2018. All rights reserved.
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chapter 02:
Online radio and
online audio product
development
There are two main (competing) approaches to
how radio should be presented online and what
product, as well as what content strategy, should
be developed for the digital assets.
a. Ap p roa ch 1
Radio i s not a platform , bu t a (co n c rete)
mediu m – i t sh ould re ma i n li n e a r a n d
“al ways on”, regardless of the d i str i bu ti o n
chan n el (b roadcast or IP).
Radio executives in favour of this approach
believe that radio’s main strength and its
core differentiation from other types of audio
entertainment is, and always has been, radio’s
“lean back” professionally curated music
experience including live interactive elements (e.g.
DJ’s, shows, incoming calls and messages from the
audience to provide instant feedback).
In this approach, radio listeners are believed to
use other audio formats not as a replacement for
radio, but as a supplement. As was the case in the
past, people are listening to their music collections
and audiobooks/podcasts along with listening
to radio. The main product development and
marketing efforts are focused on the creation
and promotion of linear, broadcast radio-like
products – simulcast, brand extension stations,
niche and pop up stations as well as curated
playlists based on artists, genre or context/
activity (e.g. “workout” or “hip hop” online radio).
In terms of distribution, this model calls for linear
radio streams to be as widely disseminated as
possible to ensure higher reach and to guarantee
that listeners can find the streams and easily
navigate through the selection. Therefore, the
main distribution channels for the stations are
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web (proprietary sites and aggregators) and radio
streaming mobile apps with simple functionalities.
From the users’ perspective, the main advantage
of this approach is simplicity and easy discovery.
The idea of radio being “always on” means that
online radio has to remain simple to use – just
click, lean back and enjoy – and that there is no
point in overwhelming users with many additional
features. Unless radio can offer a full on-demand
experience to its listeners; which is the case with
services such as Spotify or Apple Music; it should
not blur its linear focus and “lean back” nature with
semi-interactive features nor confuse listeners
with entangled navigation and interfaces. This
approach supports simplicity and broadcast radio’s
heritage.
b. Appr o a c h 2
Ra d i o i s “a b ra n d, an a u dio e nte r t a in m e nt
a n d a li fe s t y l e” an d t h e re fo re it h as
to a d a pt to e ach p l at fo r m it u s e s to
e n g a g e w i t h t h e au die n ce a n d re f l e ct t h e
a u d i e n ce’s ch an g in g e x p e ct at io n s f ro m
a u d i o e nte r t ain m e nt . O t h e r w is e ra d io w il l
n ot g a i n n ew l is te n e r s am o n g t h e d ig it a l
n a ti ve g e ne ra t io n s , w h ich e x p e ct m e d ia to
be u bi q u ito u s , inte ract ive , p e r s o n a l is e d ,
so c i a ble /s h a rab l e a n d o n - d e m a n d.
Companies that opt for this approach are convinced
that offering mere linear streaming of radio-like
content is not the “digital transformation” radio
needs as a medium. Radio, as a brand or a type of
media, has to be truly ubiquitous and present itself
as an organic part of each audio enabled platform
– be it web, mobile apps, TV, wearables, smart
speakers or cars. The argument is that simple
simulcast, distributed across all these platforms
will not guarantee success. Each platform and
connected ecosystem (web, app, smart speakers,
etc.) has its own specific user experience features
and therefore radio’s presence on them has to be
tailored accordingly.

Platforms
However, this does not necessarily mean that each
station has to create and adapt unique content

FIGURE 02:
“Skittles” analysis

for all available platforms and apps, which is not
feasible and might prove counterproductive.
Instead, it is important to consider which
platforms are the priority and focus on these,
while taking into account the general vision and
strategy behind audience development for a given
radio brand. There are several ways in which this
kind of analysis can be conducted – as a starting
point radio brands should ask themselves the
following questions:

Analogue broadcast
Digital broadcast

• Is there an audience?
Analyse whether a given platform has any
sizable user base worth investing in. For
example, VR or hybrid radio are perhaps
interesting platforms, but are there enough
people using them to spend resources on
product development in these areas?
• Is it a “radio” audience?
Some platforms may have a relatively big
users base, however these users are unlikely
to consume radio content on these specific
platforms. For instance, Instagram, YouTube or
WhatsApp are popular services and they could
be useful as a communication tool to share
a brand’s news or for on-air personalities to
communicate with the audience, but are users
likely to consume your radio or shows on these
platforms?
• Will it grow?
It is important to differentiate between shortterm hype around certain platforms, outdated
platforms, and promising new ecosystems that
are here to stay. Within the current complex
landscape, it is not always clear which ones to
focus our product development on – visual or
digital radio, online radio aggregators or smart
speakers, mobile or connected cars?

© Copyright egta 2018. All rights reserved.
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Is there an audience?
Is it “a radio” audience?
Will it grow?
Do we have an idea what to do there?
Do we know how to monetise it?

Source: Inspired by presentation of Ivan Kolpakov,
Meduza.io
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• Do we have an idea what to do there?
Even if the answer is “yes” for all of the above,
it does not matter until one has a clear idea of
what kind of radio product, app, news stream,
show, playlist, quiz, etc. to launch on a given
platform to make it relevant to the audience.
• Do we know how to monetise it?
And finally, it is not possible to directly monetise
every product or brand extension, especially if
it uses a third-party platform. Some platforms
and extensions are more straightforward than
another with regards to monetisation (e.g. web,
apps, podcasts), some are trickier (e.g. smart
speakers, aggregators), while for others there
are no clear monetisation models developed yet
(e.g. smart watches, social media, messengers).
Despite these hurdles, having a relevant product
is key. “If consumers love something, we’ll figure
out a way to scale and monetise it” – according
to Bob Pittman, CEO of iHeartMedia8.

Types of products
Within the current audio landscape, there are
several types of products for radio brands to
consider and develop, including linear music
products, interactive non-linear products, webbased platforms, as well as apps and skills.
a . Li nea r mu s ic p r od u c t s on lin e :
First of all, radio has to leverage its core
competence and focus on what is has been doing
well – creating seamless and well-balanced
playlists for its audience. Secondly, linear online
radio stations (including simulcast) have to be
established and promoted. Product development
has to be in line with the modern requirements
and standards of user experience online in terms
of: information architecture, visual and interaction
design, usability, reliability, speed, etc.
b. Inter a ct ive an d n on - lin e ar p r o d u c t s :
• News/talk stations and music stations with
strong shows and on-air personalities can
utilise their linear content online by making
it available for catch-up and on-demand, repurposing such content as online shows or
social media clips;
• Music on demand;*
• Interactive radio products – young listeners are
accustomed to interactive content including
skip, swipe, save, share functionalities and
expect the same level of interactivity from radio
products;
• Original podcasts/online only shows;**
• Web based platforms;
• Mobile apps and smart speaker skills.
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* M u s ic on demand
Launching its own music streaming service
from scratch is a big challenge for a radio
company. Although it is part of the same ‘music
entertainment’ business niche, music streaming
has very little in common with the radio
business. Starting from tech stack like streaming
and CDN (content delivery network) requirements,
data management, recommendation algorithms,
subscriptions management to ad sales,
negotiating label rights; none of these constitute
core areas of expertise of a typical radio company.
However, there are some obvious synergies and
advantages to having an interactive offer within
the radio brand family to convert those radio
listeners who are not users of any major global
streaming services.
This is the rationale behind partnerships between
radio groups such as iHeartMedia and streaming
service providers like Napster. The former can
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offer access to their audience and marketing, the
latter will take care of the tech and legal backend.
Moreover, according to Napster’s data, the average
Napster user streams 400 tracks each month and
150K songs account for 80% of total plays. These
results show that the music base of a radio branded
music streaming service does not need to include
30+ millions tracks and can be more format/
genre-oriented. Moreover, according to Napster,
on-demand listening on average represents 27%
of plays per user – supporting the premise that
people tend to lean back more than lean forward.
** Po d ca sts
Despite podcasting’s rapid growth, currently only
about 1% of podcast listening in the U.S. – an
advanced podcast market – originates from
commercial radio stations. The main beneficiaries
of the podcast boom so far are media brands with
a strong journalistic background (e.g. NPR, NY
Times, LA Times, etc.), those which have exclusive
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sports content (e.g. ESPN), and those which are
laser-focused on podcasts production (e.g. Gimlet,
PodcastOne, etc.).
Radio is, however, well-positioned to branch into
podcasting: it has an advantage in terms of reach
and an established platform to promote its online
content, thus enabling discovery as well as a wide
pool of on-air talent compared to independent
podcasters
without
such
infrastructure.
Furthermore, radio can engage successful writers
and recruit hosts with an already large social media
following (e.g. on YouTube, Instagram etc.) bringing
this incremental audience along.
There are three types of podcasts: time shifted,
clips and original content. Time shifted podcasts
use the existing audio content: an example could
be a podcast based on the morning show. Since
80% of the morning show content is missed by
radio listeners, the podcast is an opportunity
for the station to re-use this valuable content,
however a careful curation is required when repurposing. Clips are bite-size sharable pieces
of audio content, a format that is still largely
untapped by radio publishers. An inspiration in this
area is TV broadcasters who produce short video
clips of their content and distribute it on YouTube.
The most expensive and hardest to produce, but
at the same time most successful, are the original
content podcasts.
Good product design always starts with the enduser in mind. Podcasts need to provide a clear
perceived benefit and value right from the start,
otherwise the chance of garnering a following
is pretty limited. Steve Goldstein, CEO of Amplifi
Media, summarises9 eight key questions radio
publishers should ask themselves before launching
a podcast:
• What is the podcast about?
What is the elevator pitch?
• Why this podcast?
There is a myriad of subjects. Why this topic?
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Knowledge? Authority? Credibility?
• Why this podcast now?
Has something changed in the world, showbiz,
news-cycle, to make the timing right?
• What makes this podcast different/unique?
What is the fresh take?
• What makes this podcast better than others
in the category?
• What expectation does the person who clicks
on a podcast have?
What will they feel during/after listening?
-- What will they learn?
-- How will it make them feel?
-- Will they smile? Laugh? Cry? Think?
• Who is going to listen to this podcast?
Who is the target listener? Age? Location?
• How will the podcast be discovered?
Social? Broadcast? Print? What is the promotion
catalyst? Frequency of cross-marketing?
Currently the most successful shows are
comedies, educational topics, sports, daily news
briefings as well as scripted programming with
a true crime focus. Thanks to their form and
relatively low production cost, podcasts allow for
experimentation and focus on very niche topics
and audiences, creating passionate and engaged
groups of listeners.
Podcasting in Europe is still developing but
based on the U.S. consumption data10, it will only
grow and grow quickly. Radio broadcasters and
publishers have a great opportunity to become
the go-to experts in the field thanks to their audio
expertise, client relationships, large promotional
platform in their FM reach and lack of competition
from the U.S. podcast powerhouses such as
Gimlet or Panoply. Spotify, however, has recently
increased their podcasting offer globally, including
in Europe.

Multiplatform
product development
strategies

broadcasters themselves who are responsible
for selling audio, video and display advertising
on the service, and they receive the advertising
revenues generated. Radioplayer was designed
solely for the benefit of radio broadcasters as
stakeholders. Creating a single, broadcastercontrolled destination for all radio stations in the
country, and integrating it with the advertising and
data technology makes the model advantageous
over third-party owned and operated platforms12.
Ra d i o pl aye r in t h e c ar

RADIOPLAYER
bringing the whole UK
radio industry together
in a single online
destination
Radioplayer launched in 2011 in order to “deliver
a simple, quality experience for users” and to
create new advertising opportunities for the UK
radio stations online. Currently, it serves over 7,6
million11 unique users in the UK. Radioplayer is a
partnership between the BBC and commercial
radio and is the first initiative to present the
whole range of UK stations – simulcast and digital
stations – together through a single interface for
all platforms. On top of easy access to live radio
content, Radioplayer allows listeners to catch up
on programmes they may have missed and to
discover new stations through recommendations.
Radioplayer features a flexible design that allows
broadcasters to show song or programme
information, display static or interactive advertising
banners synched to content, and empowers other
over-the-top services.

In 2017 Radioplayer launched a new ‘smart radio’
feed for connected cars together with the Audi/
VW group – the first manufacturer to sign up. The
partnership allows for ‘hybrid’ radios in new Audi
models using the Radioplayer technology to display
station logos, and switch automatically between
DAB, FM, and streaming. The new Worldwide
Radioplayer API (WRAPI) builds on the innovative
‘Radioplayer Car’ project, launched earlier. On top
of enabling ‘hybrid’ switching between broadcast
and streaming as reception varies, the new data
feed can power other next-generation features
such as personalised radio recommendations,
search results, and catch-up content.
Ra d i o pl aye r o n s m ar t s p e ake r s
Radioplayer’s Alexa skill13 includes podcasts
and catch-up programmes on top of the live
streaming of member radio stations. To simplify
the experience, the most recent episode always
plays first, if the requested programme or podcast
is part of a series. Listeners can say ‘back’ to hear
the previous edition, or ‘next’ to hear the following
one. If you want to listen to a specific show, you
can ask for it by date, or by day (‘Ask Radioplayer to
play last Tuesday’s Woman’s Hour’). For ‘lucky dip’
listening, you can ask for programmes or podcasts
by topic (‘Ask Radioplayer to play programmes
about fashion’, or ‘Ask Radioplayer to play podcasts
about football’).

Under the model employed by Radioplayer, it is the
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The voice requests are interpreted by the
Radioplayer ‘skill’ and passed into the central
Radioplayer search engine. The content can
be accessed via the Radioplayer apps, the web
Radioplayer, and integrations with Sonos speakers,
Apple Carplay, Android Auto, Chromecast – and
now Amazon Echo.
Radioplayer worldwi d e – co o per a ti o n
am ong publis hers
Under a separate company – Radioplayer
Worldwide – the technology has been adapted
for the radio industries of several territories,
currently Austria, Belgium, Canada, Germany,
Ireland, Norway and Peru. In recognition of
the sometimes subtle, but always significant,
differences between the way radio operates from
market to market, each iteration of the Radioplayer
platform is adapted for the local environment.
In Canada and Ireland, for example, Radioplayer
exists only as a mobile app, while in Norway (Radio.
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no) the platform takes the form of a more general
radio portal, with information about radio in the
country.

• Replay: giving subscribers the ability to
instantly replay songs from live and custom
artist radio stations and then return to the
station in progress;
• Save: save songs from live radio and custom
artist radio stations directly to their My Music
playlist for playback any time;

iHeartMedia
a multi-platform
approach
iHeartMedia is the leading U.S. media and
entertainment company specialising in radio, digital,
outdoor, mobile, social, live events and on demand
entertainment. The company’s vision includes its
multi-platform approach — broadcast, data,
digital, live, social, mobile, podcast, video game
consoles, and in-car infotainment.
iHeartRadio is the company’s online audio
platform founded in 2008. It aggregates and
offers access to more than 1,900 live broadcasts
(incl. over 800 local iHeartMedia stations across
the U.S.), and digital-only radio stations, plus
user-created custom stations with broad social
media integration and on-demand content from
its premium talk partnerships, podcasts and
user generated talk shows. iHeartRadio has
approximately 110 million registered users for its
streaming music and digital radio service.
In 2017 iHeart launched its on-demand music
services powered by Napster – iHeartRadio Plus
and iHeart All Access. Aside from the two new
subscription on-demand services, iHeartRadio
remains an ad-supported free product. iHeart is
partnered with Triton Digital, utilizing their Webcast
Metrics digital audio measurement platform.
iHeartRadio Plus – $4.99 a month, transforms live
and custom artist radio station listening with the
addition of:
© Copyright egta 2018. All rights reserved.

• Search: search and play any song from a library
of millions of tracks;
• Unlimited skips: subscribers listening to
custom artist radio stations will no longer have
a limit on the number of songs they can skip.
iHeartRadio All Access – powered by Napster,
$9.99 a month, combines the interactive
radio functionality of iHeartRadio Plus with
a complete music collection and library that is
linked seamlessly to the radio listening experience.
According to iHeart’s data, 70 percent of
consumers – which includes users of on demand
music services – have cited radio as their primary
source of music discovery. This service allows
them the convenience and accessibility of merely
pushing a button to add a song immediately to
their music collection at the same time they hear
it on the radio. The key distinguishing feature of
this service is that it combined two worlds – linear
radio and music on demand, with the ability to:
• Listen offline: subscribers can take their music
and playlists with them everywhere they go,
without needing an internet connection or using
mobile data;
• Build subscribers’ personal music libraries:
create, control and curate playlists from a
library of millions of tracks;
• Give subscribers total flexibility to listen to
their music the way they want, when they
want: with no playback cap and the ability to
delete and sequence their playlist experience as
well as manage unlimited playlists.
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The Karnaval app brings together radios, videos
and news on one single platform. Its functionalities
include: customisable station order, dynamic
station adding, car mode feature, alarm, call the

Karnaval
Rich radio experience
combined with smart
technology and ubiquity
of access
Karnaval Media Group is Turkey’s leading
multimedia platform operating 5 terrestrial and
27 digital radio stations, Karnaval.com – a social
entertainment publisher, and Karnaval Video –
original video programming delivered via YouTube
and Karnaval TV.
The core DNA of the company remains rich radio
experience combined with smart technology,
ubiquity of access on over 300 devices (incl. Smart
TVs, Apple TV, smart watches, smart speakers,
etc.), a user experience-centred approach,
constant updates for new features, stability and
better experience, as well as an in-house flexible
content management tool. These features helped
Karnaval achieve 6.1 million unique users, 5.5
million app downloads and 34.5 minutes average
listening time per device per session (April 2018).
Karnaval is partnered with Triton Digital®
leveraging their audio streaming and audio
advertising technology stack to deliver and
monetize their digital radio stations.
Karnaval offers a “rich radio” experience with live
radio, artist content, music news, time shifting,
on-demand news, contests, Ticketmaster
integration and social media interaction.
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studio function, shareability on Facebook, Twitter
and WhatsApp, photo galleries and biographies,
personalisation of feeds, sound quality options: hifi, premium, standard; as well as on-demand news,
weather, sports, etc.
Um br el l a b r an d s t r at e g y vs . in d iv id u al
r a d i o a pps
There is a common concern that merging radio
brands under one umbrella brand can reduce
popularity and loyalty for individual brands.
However Karnaval’s umbrella brand strategy
to bring all of its assets under a unified Karnaval
brand has actually contributed to the listening
growth of legacy brands Super FM and Metro
FM with a tremendous increase of online listeners
(from 60% to 300% growth of user base per station),
while also creating a plethora of digital advertising
opportunities including digital audio ads on web
and mobile. In parallel, Karnaval keeps on creating
new online only radio stations – sponsored
stations such as Ray-Ban summer hits or Michelin
station, or topical ones for Valentines, etc.
Additionally, this approach provides synergies
between media products within a unified
organisation – from content production,
advertising sales, inventory aggregation, tech
support to administrative management.
It also enables the capture and analysis of
every user interaction with each brand on each
platform. This approach empowers various
targeting capabilities and supports a strategic shift
from selling individual media brands to offering
accumulated and custom audiences.
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BBC
a new revitalised audio
product
In the UK, the BBC’s new revitalised audio product
will be launched later in 2018. It should include live
radio, on-demand including podcasts, archive
and a personalised service all in one. The BBC is
also commissioning digital-first content, aimed
at serving younger audiences. Approximately 2
million of their podcast listeners do not listen
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to any BBC radio and therefore the company
appointed a new Podcast Commissioner who will
oversee the development of content, outside of
BBC station brands. In terms of voice assistants,
the BBC passed one million unique requests for the
BBC Audio Voice app and will be launching news
and children’s skills in the coming months.
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Mobile apps
development

Listeners can also customise the playlist by
adding songs to their personal love or hate lists.
Songs on the loved playlist will play more often,
while those on the hated list will never be played
again. Depending on the local royalty conditions,
customisable streams are created in this way.
Only registered users have access to the full
interactive features, non-registered users have
access to a simple simulcast. Once they try to
interact with the app, registration is required.

KRONEHIT - Skip FM
skippable and
customisable radio on
mobile
With services like Spotify and Pandora offering
customisation and personalisation of audio,
online radio services are often lagging behind. In
most radio apps, listeners cannot skip DJ talks or
songs they do not like, they cannot customise their
music, and they have to accept network losses and
dropouts. Radio broadcaster KRONEHIT in Austria
has developed a solution that allows radio to do all
of that with a simulcast through its new app Skip
FM, which is also available as a white label solution.
Con ce pt
With Skip FM, every element of simulcast is
skippable, the livestream is customisable, and
there are no network errors interrupting the
stream because of the buffering function.
Even if the network signal is lost, the audio
continues – for up to 15 minutes – depending on
the network and device. When the network comes
back, the audio continues seamlessly. This avoids
signal problems and audio being interrupted when
listeners are, for example, entering a tunnel.
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Registration allows KRONEHIT to collect rich first
party data about users, improve their listening
experience and increase the advertising value of its
audio and video inventories by providing advanced
targeting opportunities.
Ho w d o es it w or k
Skip FM splits the live signal into segments, which
enables listeners to skip every element. The live
programme is treated like a playlist, with the
longest segment being three minutes in length,
and the simulcast is delayed one to three minutes
to guarantee a seamless listening experience.
By swiping horizontally, the listener can skip a
song, talk segment or news, and the next element
from the live programme will be played. All of
that happens seamlessly with no interruptions. If
listeners do not skip, the simulcast will continue
to play from the studio. The station itself decides
which parts can be skipped and which will
be served by assigning relevance to individual
elements. This new system brings no additional
tasks for programmers and presenters; however,
the music department must supply filler songs
that are different to the ones on air, to be played
when a user skips a song.
Ad ver ti si n g o p t ion s
The only non-skippable element is the
advertising. The spots are not the same as those
in the FM stream, as they are replaced by a lower
load of online audio ads. The audio ads are not
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inserted programmatically at the moment but are
booked through the AdsWizz software.
On top of the instream audio ads, the app
also allows broadcasters to include video
commercials into the simulcast; these are ad
server-based and delivered after every fourth
interaction with the app. These ad server-based
video commercials are delivered exactly at the
moment of interaction with the app – skipping
song, changing stream, etc. – providing 100%
viewability to the ad. And all that happens with no
need to change the studio and production settings.
All Skip FM ads are compliant with IAB’s standards
DAAST and VAST.
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bookworms, but rather to casual listeners
who want to try out audio books. Nelonen also
negotiates for the rights of popular bestsellers
and then produces them in an audiobook format.

Nelonen – Supla
music, podcast
and online audio
entertainment platform
The main business objective of Nelonen Media in
Finland is to make superb audio entertainment
available anywhere, any time. With this mission
in mind, Nelonen developed Supla – an audio
entertainment platform that offers listeners a
complete audio package.
Su pl a content
The aim with Supla14 was to develop a platform
that would be available as easily as possible when
a listening opportunity occurs. The platform also
needed to offer versatile quality content to be
able to compete with the wide offer of other audio
services.
The final product – Supla – is an audio
entertainment platform that offers podcasts,
audiobooks, Supla original series, live sports
commentary, music, on demand as well as live
audio. Nelonen is offering two types of shows
on the platform to drive listenership: those with
significant mass appeal as well as niche shows
with an extremely engaged audience.
The offer includes popular radio shows like the
morning show live as well as on demand with
highlights or as a full-length show.
The audiobooks on Supla do not cater to heavy
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The Supla original series are specifically designed
for Supla, they can often cover more sensitive
subjects that would not be suitable for broadcast
on traditional radio and therefore allow for more
creative freedom.
Resul ts a n d ad ve r t is in g
Finland’s population is about 5.2 million people and
during the less than two years of Supla being on the
market the app has been downloaded 300 000
times. There are around 220 000 regular unique
users a month who spend on average 41 minutes
per session with the app. The radio business
is healthy in Finland, which allows Nelonen to
develop and experiment with Supla without the
pressure to have a major new revenue stream.
Currently, the platform is serving only pre-rolls,
while mid-rolls and potentially ad replacements
from live radio are in the pipeline.
Nelonen is also planning to introduce sign up to
Supla to be able to collect data and as a result
target content and advertising based on interests.
In the future, the service will also be available on
Carplay and Android Auto. Other development
plans include a two-hour catch-up possibility for
live shows with the option to replace ads in the
commercial break.

”

Un de r s t an din g t h e l is t e n in g
o ppo r t u n it y is t h e co re o f
a ny d i g it al au dio s e r v ice . I t do e s n ´ t
ma ke s e n s e t o t r y an d co m pet e w it h
s er v i ce s t h at are m ade fo r eye s an d
for com pl et e l y dif fe re nt s it u at io n s .
Foc u s o n t h e e ar s ”.
--- Jo h an n e s S au k ko, Co n t e n t
Di r ecto r, Ne lon e n Me d ia

Regiocast
a personalised radio
experience with Radio.
likemee
Radio.likemee15 is a white label app that delivers
a personalised radio experience to listeners
throughout the day, starting with a wake-up call
from their favourite radio host. The user can
configure the service to deliver content such as
weather and traffic updates, news, comedy or
bed time stories – all at the time of their choosing
– and there are a range of radio streams that can
be selected depending on the listener’s mood at
any given time. Through this personalisation, the

Antenne Bayern
pop up warning about
wrong-way drivers
Antenne Bayern radio station in Germany
integrated Bosch’s cloud-based wrong-way driver
warning into its app16 for radio listeners. This
solution rapidly warns both wrong-way drivers and
all other road users in the vicinity; a push message
gives everybody a chance to react in time. German
radio broadcasts warn listeners of approximately
2,000 wrong-way drivers annually. This feature
gives listeners an additional sense of security and
motivates them to use the app in their car.

consumer feels that the station is created just
for them. For broadcasters, on the revenue side,
local advertising can be injected into the app
(sponsored ads in the alarm sequence, pre-roll ads
in streams as well as display ads). REGIOCAST in
Germany describes Radio.likemee as a Personal
Radio System; not only can the listener set up the
app for the listening experience that suits him/her,
individual stations can also adapt the technology
to best serve their audiences and partners.
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Web platforms and their functionalities

Les Indés Radio
Wall of sound

IP Belgium/RTL
Check youth project

Les Indés Radios is a French consortium of more
than 130 local, independent, commercial radio
stations and 250 web radios represented by TF1
Publicité. The stations can be found on a unified
online platform that greets users with a Wall of
sound (Mur du son), which displays the record covers
of songs currently being played on the group’s FM

Check is a new online only project aimed at the
young Belgian audience aged 15-35. It focuses
on the current culture and sub-culture trends that
move young Belgian communities like, for example,
French rap. Check creates a digital universe that
highlights the richness and diversity of urban
culture, bringing together young audiences and
contemporary artists. Check video content is
available on YouTube, Facebook, Instagram and
checkcheckcheck.be. Check magazine offers video
interviews with artists and musicians, Check live
will offer live 3D music clips, Check food taps
into the food culture, Check city shows lifestyle
reportages from hot spots in the city, while Check
Summer will focus on the upcoming festivals. Check
web radio fits in the portfolio providing French rap
and hip-hop music.

and web radio stations. Rather than selecting
a particular station (for example Radio STAR in
Marseilles), the user chooses a song they want to
hear from those visible on the wall and the station
playing that song will start streaming. Unless the
user chooses a different song from the wall, or an
alternative station, they will stay tuned in.
The platform also includes a feature called Social
Radio, which brings up social media content from
the station playing where available. This enhances
the important local connection radio stations offer
to their audiences, for example, by displaying
tweets of news, weather or traffic updates. The
Les Indés Radio platform can be accessed via
browsers or via mobile which can be synchronised
with connected devices such as Smart TVs, gaming
consoles, etc. Thanks to geolocalisation, stations
close to the listener can be recommended.
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Smart speakers’ skills and products for
audio systems

RTÉ News skills
RTÉ in Ireland built RTÉ News, RTÉ Nuacht and
RTÉ Weather skills available on Amazon Echo
in December 2017, giving users “flash briefings”
via the voice-activated speakers. Thanks to early
negotiations with Amazon, RTÉ managed to
become the default skill for news and other
headlines in Ireland. Listeners just need to ask
“Alexa, what’s new?” and they will receive the
RTÉ news bulletin. However, when asked for
the RTÉ radio stations, Alexa currently plays

Radio France News
skills
Radio France, as another example, is in a similar
position by being the default setting on Google
Home for news inquiries from French users and
they hope to have a similar position when Amazon
Alexa launches in the country.

by default the TuneIn stream, something RTÉ
is trying to change. RTÉ is also building up their
video inventory by recording live news bulletins
in the studio so that they can become available on
devices like Echo Show that also include a display.
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Bauer UK launches
skills for all of their
stations

Cumulus Media –
Promoting skills to
listeners

At the beginning of 2018 Bauer Media in the UK
launched17 Alexa skills for all of its 69 radio
brands, starting with its national radio brands
including KISS, Magic Radio and Absolute Radio.
The Skills are built to be as intuitive as possible,
tailored to consumer behaviour and aim to
optimise the listening experience for Bauer
audiences based on intelligent use of data.
For example, nearly one in four Absolute Radio
listeners (23%) listens to the Absolute Radio
decades stations, such as Absolute 80s and

Cumulus Media in the U.S. announced18 that it has
launched Amazon Alexa voice skills for 300 local
radio stations in cooperation with Xapp Media. The
media company also embarked on a marketing
campaign to educate listeners about how to find
and enable these voice commands. Stations will
be able to make localised messaging specific to
their markets, and the different stations can have
unique key phrases for vocally enabling the skills.
Cumulus leverages Triton Digital’s audio streaming,
audio advertising, and audio measurement

Absolute Radio 90s. Now they can shift through
the decade stations just by voice command – such
as saying, “Alexa, next”. Additionally, listeners can
use the Alexa voice interface to switch stations,
or prompt other interactions including: “Alexa, ask
Absolute 80s what’s playing?”, “Alexa, ask Key 103
who is on air?”, “Alexa, previous” which will open
the last station channel played.

technology to support their online audio strategy.

Bauer also plans to make more on-demand
content available on Alexa, such as podcasts,
bringing the same functionalities available on its
apps to its Alexa skills.
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BBC – Interactive audio
drama

iHeartRadio – voting via
Google Home

BBC in the UK produced19 a new type of interactive
audio drama called The Inspection Chamber. Using a
“story engine” listeners are able to interact with,
and influence, the outcome of the story. Written
as a scientific procedure with lots of questions, BBC
found that this particular format worked best in
the conversation patterns ‘baked in’ to interacting
with Alexa or Home. With each system, users are
required to interact with the device after a certain
amount of time, so having them answer questions
as part of the narrative helps to make the whole
experience feel much more natural and immersive.

On the occasion of the 2017 iHeartRadio Music
Awards iHeart in the U.S. partnered20 with Google
Home and allowed users to cast their vote for the
category of Most Powerful Female Voice. By simply
saying, “OK Google, start iHeartRadio Awards
voting,” the device launched the new app, which
was voiced by Ryan Seacrest. He walked users
through the process of casting their vote for one
of the six candidates. The winner of this category
was specifically determined solely based on votes
cast through Google Home. This initiative was a
great way to promote the availability of the new
app and encouraging listeners to engage with
the voice assistants to access iHeart platforms via
these devices.
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Antenne Bayern –
quiz game skill
Anntenne Bayern in Germany integrated their
successful quiz app called Schlaubayer onto
Amazon Echo – the skill includes thousands of
trivia questions about Bavaria posed by Alexa.
With eight thousand questions across eleven
categories, the users can enjoy up to 40 hours of
game time.
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Automated driving and radio challenges for radio in cars
a. It us ed to be a bout t he “r a d i o butto n”
on a d a shboa rd – no w i t i s a bo ut the
p lace of ra d i o a pps w i thi n the m o bi l e
an d automotive ope r a ti o n system .
Several years ago, the main discussions concerning
in-car radio were focused on the position of the
FM receiver/button on a dashboard – will it still
be there in 3-5 years? Each car manufacturer
has chosen its own approach – for example, the
newest Audi’s flagship A8, which is state of the art
in respect to driving and safety technologies, is still
going to have by default a radio ‘button’ on its fully
buttonless touchscreen dashboard. While BMW,
on the other hand, dropped the radio button about
two years ago with radio now behind the media
button.
Currently, for most European radio brands, there
are still several ways to get onto a dashboard on
top of the default Radio button for broadcast radio:
• an app within the in-car entertainment system;
• a mobile app on a smartphone connected to a
car (via AUX, USB, Bluetooth or through CarPlay
or Android Auto integration).
The key to succeed with both of the aforementioned
options is not only in the negotiations with car
manufacturers. The most important part, as is the
case with any other smart platform application
for radio, is to build a brand which is appealing to
listeners, to develop a product which has value
and to promote it accordingly. Car manufacturers
are adjusting their in-car media settings either
based on the partnership deals (e.g. revenue or
data share models like with Sirius XM) or when
adding a certain media is an important factor
in customer satisfaction (in other words when
your media brand is big and popular enough on
a national level – like iHeartRadio or Spotify).
Therefore, the advice from experts is to build
© Copyright egta 2018. All rights reserved.

strategic partnerships with car manufacturers,
but also with media and entertainment providers
for car manufacturers. It is still a new area and big
radio brands can take an advantage by proactively
exploring and developing such partnerships as
well as offering different business models (e.g.
including advertising or subscription revenue
share).
Also with the rise of AI driven assistants (such
as Alexa, Google and Siri) and their deeper
integrations on a dashboard, it is more important
for radio brands to envisage their integration within
a respective platform and to ensure radio brands’
“searchability” through these assistants. It is a
similar challenge to what radio faces with smart
speakers.
The biggest change, however, for in-car media
consumption will happen after the switch from
Level 2 to Level 3 of automated car systems, as
described below. A massive adoption of Level 3 is
expected by 2020.
Levels of driving automation21:
• Level 0: Automated system issues warnings
and may momentarily intervene but has no
sustained vehicle control.
• Level 1 (”hands on”): Driver and automated
system share control over the vehicle. An
example would be the Adaptive Cruise Control
(ACC) where the driver controls steering and the
automated system controls speed. When using
Parking Assistance, steering is automated while
speed is manual, but the driver must be ready
to retake full control at any time. Lane Keeping
Assistance (LKA) Type II is a further example of
level 1 self-driving.
• Level 2 (”hands off”): The automated system
takes full control of the vehicle (accelerating,
braking, and steering). The driver must monitor
the driving and be prepared to immediately
intervene at any time if the automated system
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fails to respond properly. The shorthand “hands
off” is not meant to be taken literally. In fact,
contact between hand and wheel is often
mandatory during level 2 driving, to confirm

There are two main competing approaches to
automated systems among car manufacturers.
Some manufacturers, like Volkswagen Group plan
to introduce Level 3 cars first (2018), then Level

that the driver is ready to intervene.

4 and only after these launches – Level 5. Other
car manufacturers, like BMW, so far have decided
that they will not produce Level 3 cars, but instead
will launch Level 4 and 5 straight away, and their
ambition is to introduce Level 4 and Level 5 cars
to the market by 2021. On average the most
pessimistic forecast is that the fully automated
cars (Level 4 and 5) will be on the roads by 2028.
The most optimistic forecast predicts that it will
happen by the early 2020s.

• Level 3 (”eyes off”): where the biggest change
in in-car media consumption is going to
happen. The driver can safely turn their
attention away from the driving tasks, e.g. the
driver can text or watch a movie. The vehicle
will handle situations that call for an immediate
response, like emergency braking. The driver
must still be prepared to intervene within some
limited time, specified by the manufacturer,
when called upon by the vehicle to do so. In
2017 the Audi A8 Luxury Sedan was the first
commercial car to claim to be able to do level 3
self-driving. The car has a so-called Traffic Jam
Pilot. When activated by the human driver, the
car takes full control of all aspects of driving in
slow-moving traffic at up to 60 kilometers per
hour. The function works only on highways with
a physical barrier separating oncoming traffic.
• Level 4 (”mind off”): As with level 3, but no
driver attention is ever required for safety, i.e.
the driver may safely go to sleep or leave the
driver’s seat. Self-driving is supported only
in limited areas (geofenced) or under special
circumstances, like traffic jams. Outside of
these areas or circumstances, the vehicle must
be able to safely abort the trip, i.e. park the car,
if the driver does not retake control.
• Level 5 (”steering wheel optional”): No human
intervention is required. An example would be
a robotic taxi.
There is no doubt that Level 3 and further
automated driving cars are going to replace
the cars we are driving now and that it will
dramatically change the way people consume
in-car media, especially broadcast radio. The key
question is when.
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Taking into account the adoption process, it will
take several years before highly automated cars
will represent the bigger share of the car’s fleet in
Europe. However, from the media consumption
point of view, volume share of automated cars is
less relevant than actual time spent/km driven
in those cars by the majority of the population.
And there are many factors which indicate that
the time spent in automated cars is going to
increase much faster than ownership of such cars.
This relates to a growing general trend to use
more car sharing and taxi-like services. Those
services are more likely to buy self-driving cars and
therefore more people are going to spend more of
their driving time inside such cars, even if they still
do not own an automated one and use it during the
weekends or even less frequently.
b. A uto m a t e d d r iv in g is a f u n d am e n t al
cha ng e for m any s e g m e n t s of t h e
eco no my an d for t h e m e d ia t o o.
At the moment, it is impossible to project the exact
share of voice for each media (video, audio, text,
etc.) inside an automated car, but it is inevitable
that media consumption is going to increase
significantly due to the deployment of highly
automated cars and that share of audio only media
is going to decrease accordingly. It does not mean,
of course, that people will not listen to radio/audio
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while driving – they will, like they do now inside
their homes, offices or in public transport. But it
is certain that other activities such as watching
videos, as well as reading and writing are going to
increase significantly (unfortunately, many drivers
are already interacting with their smartphones
while driving much more than they should in view
of safety concerns).

Radio aggregators
The content available on aggregator services
ranges from simulcast streams of broadcast radio
stations, Internet-only radio stations (including
radio station brand extensions), curated playlists,
algorithmically generated stations and playlists,
on-demand radio shows, podcasts and ondemand music.
Services such as TuneIn and radio.net (localised in
Germany as radio.de) have considerable financial,
human and technical resources at their disposal,
allowing them to maintain updated directories
and to offer innovative features to listeners.
Both of these services offer both free and paid
options, revenue streams that complement their
advertising models.
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deepen their monetisation options through
dynamic audio ad insertion powered by
Adswizz and WideOrbit technology. Partners
have the option to place or replace instream ads
for live stations, as well as fill pre-roll, mid-roll,
or post-roll for podcasts.

TuneIn
TuneIn has more than 75 million active monthly
users across 197 countries and territories where
the audio streaming service is available. The
company is the biggest radio aggregator working
with global broadcast partners. TuneIn started as
an aggregator of radio stations, but it currently
also offers premium subscriptions, news, sports
leagues, audiobooks, podcasts, etc. TuneIn
has over 120 thousand owned & operated and
partner radio stations and more than 5.7 million
on-demand programmes stemming from every
continent. The service is available for free across
200 platforms and connected devices. TuneIn
Premium subscribers can listen to the NFL, MLB,
NBA, NHL, over 90 thousand audiobooks, and
commercial-free music stations.
The biggest TuneIn audience segment is men aged
25-44, but it can vary depending on the content
format. Podcasts are, for example, more female
led. Another reason why the TuneIn audience
leans more male at the moment is the premium
sport package and large sport content portfolio.
TuneIn monetisation formats include display and
pre-roll, instream, and branded integration:
• TuneIn monetises together with their partners
by running pre-roll advertisements when a user
first starts to play content and also through
display advertisements that appear while the
content is playing.
• TuneIn partners also have the opportunity to
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• TuneIn partners can also work with the
company’s sales team to cater for advertisers
looking to sponsor a podcast, station, or create
a new piece of branded content.
TuneIn can also sell instream audio ads on behalf
of publishers who do not have their own sales
force for audio on the basis of a revenue sharing
model. An example of such a partnership is their
cooperation with CNN.
On the premium side, users can upgrade to listen
to commercial free content or content that is
exclusive to premium subscribers.
TuneIn allows users to search for radio stations
by name or keywords. Searches return matching
broadcast and online-only radio stations, podcasts
and radio shows. Alternatively, users can browse
for content by location or genre, for example
different music or talk formats. When logged in,
users can share or comment on audio streams
and bookmark favourite stations and shows. The
TuneIn Radio app has a Car Mode, featuring a
simplified interface and large buttons for the most
commonly used features.
TuneIn Premium ($7.99 or $9.99, depending on
whether the subscription is purchased online or
through the app) offers listeners access to live
sports commentary from American Football,
Basketball and Major League Baseball games,
audiobooks, commercial-free music and language
learning. TuneIn also offers both a free mobile app,
TuneIn Radio, and a paid version, TuneIn Radio Pro
($14.99), that removes banner advertising and
allows users to record radio shows for a one-off
fee.
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The radio.net PRIME app ($2.99) is also available
for a one-off payment. This version of the app
is free of video or audio banner advertising by

 In 2017 egta produced a full publication on the
topic - egta insight on Online Radio Aggregators here.

the aggregator, although it does not remove
any advertising served by the radio stations
themselves.

© Copyright egta 2018. All rights reserved.
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»» Copyright infringement of your
property, for example unauthorised
use of your logos;
»» Infringement of your ability to

Str ate gie s f or
approac hing t he
challeng e s and
opportunitie s of
aggregators
1. Understand the online audio landscape your
stations are competing in:
-- What proportion of your station traffic is
coming direct from your digital properties,
what proportion through aggregator
services?
-- What devices are people using to listen
to your stations, do you have a strong
presence there?
-- Why are listeners choosing to tune in to
your stations via aggregators, rather than
through your website or mobile apps?
2. Determine

the

financial

impact

of

aggregators:
-- Does the presence of your station streams
on aggregators substantially increase the
size of your audience – locally, nationally
and internationally?
-- Are you able to monetise that additional
audience effectively? As part of your
cume audience and/or as incremental
reach/addressable impressions?
-- Are there any implications to your
revenues as a result of restricted data
collection from aggregators, for example
due to the lack of registered listening
or limitations on your advertising
technologies?
3. Decide on your preferred strategy:
-- Engage with aggregators and try to
negotiate data and/or revenue sharing
deals;
-- Pursue legal avenues to prevent aggregators from making your streams available:
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--

--

--

--

monetise your content, for example
by preventing pre-roll or in-stream
advertising from being served to
users.
Proactively drive audiences towards
your proprietary assets to consume your
content;
Allow aggregators to make your streams
available with no input from your station
and keep only server-side inserted/
broadcast
commercials
simulcast
advertising monetisation opportunities;
Offer aggregators information, such as
your updated station logos, stream URLs,
etc. in order to support their marketing
and promotional role for your station
brand;
Engage with aggregators and request
that they remove your stations streams.

4. Consider a two-tiered approach:
-- Accept that some of your listeners will
choose to access your content through
aggregator services;
-- Make only a simple simulcast service
available on aggregators in order to
convert listeners to your own digital
properties with a better variety of content
offer;
-- Actively encourage listeners to switch to
your own digital properties by explaining
the benefits, such as better user
experience and higher quality.

Chapter 03:
Monetisation and
business models for
online audio
How audio fits into the modern
online advertising ecosystem
Audio consumption has become a significant part
of daily media experience and online behaviour
and it is growing fast22. With audio becoming
an important part of the online media world,
advertising money is following the audiences.
The audio ecosystem provides advertisers with
unique opportunities and touchpoints to reach
their customers and prospects. Audio advertising
reaches people where other formats cannot –
during handsfree/screens-free situations such as
commuting, jogging, cooking, walking, etc. Audio
works effectively as both a brand building and a
direct response marketing channel.
Brands considering advertising on audio platforms
(i.e. online radio, music streaming, podcasts), have
several compelling reasons23 to do so:

audiences.
• Audio advertising offers creative flexibility and
gives each listener a unique experience within
the theatre of the mind. It is an immersive
experience where native integrations fit
naturally.
• Audio ads work effectively in two modes, both
when they are at the forefront of the listener’s
attention and when they are heard in the
background.
Big audio brands, like Spotify24 and Pandora,
podcasters and radio publishers are contributing
a lot to the general promotion of audio as an
increasingly important media format and as an
effective advertising channel. In 2017 Spotify
ranked as the third most interesting emerging
internet platform (after Instagram and Amazon)
to allocate ad budgets (according to the RBC
Capital Markets survey25 of more than 1,500
advertising professionals). In the coming years,
with the further development of smart speakers,
audio wearables and connected cars, the position
and share of online audio will grow even stronger.

• Audio is a premium content environment.

There are several steps radio publishers need to
take in order to fully realise their online audio
advertising potential, including:

• Audio reaches listeners at key purchaserelevant and unique touchpoints during the day
complementing other media.

• Increasing the volume and quality of their audio
inventory, which requires product development,
marketing and audience data collection;

• When included in the mix, audio advertising
helps brands grow in a safe and fraud-free
environment.

• Diversifying sales methods for both direct and
programmatic deals;

• Adding audio to the media mix delivers an
amplifier effect.
• Audio delivers the strongest short-term ROI
and has an unrivalled power as the call-toaction medium.
• Audio makes full use of rich data, targeting
opportunities and allows for building tailored
© Copyright egta 2018. All rights reserved.

• Targeting radio and digital buyers as well as
new segments of advertisers;
• Bundling broadcast and online offers;
• Establishing adequate pricing models;
• Employing dynamic audio ad insertion/
replacement on top of the pre-rolls;
• Setting up ad tech and data integration
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infrastructure within the wider online
advertising ecosystem – using industry
standards and tools;
• Developing and harmonising a portfolio of ad
products beyond audio spots including video,
display, brand integrations and sponsorship
formats, as well as direct response and
branding campaigns.

Radio publishers’ sales strategies
for online audio assets
a . Onl i ne

au d io

as s e t s

of

r ad io

publ i sh e r s an d s o u r ce s o f inve n t o r y
Typically, the online audio inventory of a radio
publisher is generated from the following assets:
• simulcast streams of its broadcast stations;
• online only radio stations;
• curated (usually non-interactive) playlists;
• catch up and on-demand non-music content
(including podcasts);
• some partly interactive or on-demand music
products (in rare cases).
____________________________
Exa mple s of o n - de m a n d an d inte ra ct ive
pro d u c ts
i Hea r tRa d io
P lu s
an d
A ll
Acce s s
a re
s u bs c r ipt io n
s e r v ice s
l au n c h e d
by i Hea r t Me dia in t h e U.S . Fo r a
s u bs c r i pti o n fe e o f $4.99 an d $9.99 a
month res pe c t ive l y, t h ey o f fe r an ar r ay
of fu nc ti o n al it ie s s u c h as re pl ay, s ave ,
s ea rc h, u n l im it e d s k ips , o f f l in e l is t e n in g ,
a nd fu l l y o n - de m an d m u s ic ex pe r ie n ce .
For d eta i l s s e e Par t 2.
Another exam pl e o f s e m i int e r ac t ive
r a d i o a p p l ic at io n is S k ip F M f r o m
K RONE H IT in A u s t r ia. Wit h S k ip F M eve r y
el ement o f t h e r adio s t re am is s k ippab l e ,
the l i vest re am is c u s t o m is ab l e . S k ip
F M s p l i ts t h e l ive s ig n al int o s e g m e nt s ,
whi c h enab l e s l is t e n e r s t o s k ip eve r y
el ement. Th e l ive pro g r am m e is t re at e d
l i ke a p l ay l is t . Th e o n l y n o n - s k ippab l e
el ement i s t h e adve r t is in g . L is t e n e r s c an
a l s o c u s t o m is e t h e pl ay l is t by addin g
s ong s to t h e ir pe r s o n al l ove o r h at e l is t s .
For d eta i l s s e e Par t 2.
____________________________
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In terms of ad monetisation and its scalability,
there are several common hurdles associated
with most of the aforementioned audio assets,
including:
• Lower reach and time spent listening (TSL),
when compared to broadcast radio, leading
streaming brands or video/online services
available on a given market. While individual
radio brands definitely need to continue their
product development and marketing efforts
to acquire and retain online audiences, it still
makes sense to establish a form of inventory
consolidation/aggregation in order to increase
the attractiveness of radio publisher’s online
audio proposition. Formats and models of such
aggregation vary between the types of industry
players, ad networks or umbrella aggregators.
Regardless of the format of cooperation the
main goal from a monetisation point of view is
to aggregate a sizable chunk of inventory and
to provide advertisers with sufficient volume
of audience (reach) and frequency (TSL).
____________________________
E xampl es of consoli dati o n a n d a g g re g a ti o n
of inventory
A successful example i s DA X – one of
the largest digit al a u d i o a d ver ti s i ng
p la tforms in t he wo rl d wi th a monthl y
a ud i e nce o f 160 milli on 26 p eop l e. DAX
la unc hed by Glo bal in t he U K i s now a l s o
p rese nt in the U.S., Fra nce a nd Ger ma ny.
T he netwo rk co m bines the i nventor y
of ra dio publishers wi th thos e of
p ubli shers like So un dCl ou d or a u d i oBoom
e ncompassin g live o n line r a d i o, s trea mi ng
a nd p o dcast in g. In t he U. K . a l one DAX
re a c hes 17 millio n use r s . For d eta i l s s ee
Pa rt 2.
Si mi la r ly, iHea rtRa d i o i n the U. S.
a ggre gates an d o ffers a cces s to more
tha n 1, 900 live bro ad c a s ts a s wel l a s
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d i g i ta l - onl y r adio s t at io n s , u s e r- c re at e d
c u s tom s t at io n s w it h b ro ad s o c ial m e dia
i nteg r a ti on an d o n - de m an d co nt e nt f ro m
i ts p remi u m t al k par t n e r s h ips , po dc as t s ,
u s er g ene r at e d t al k s h ows . iHe ar t R adio
ha s a p p rox . 100 m il l io n re g is t e re d u s e r s
for i ts s tre am in g m u s ic an d dig it al r adio
s er v i ce. Fo r det ail s s e e Par t 2.
Ka r nava l in Tu r key o f fe r s a r ic h r adio
exp er i ence w it h 5 l ive r adio an d 29 dig it al
onl y s ta ti o n s , ar t is t co nt e nt , m u s ic n ews ,
on- d ema n d n ews , co nt e s t s , Tic ket m as t e r
i nteg r a ti on , s o c ial m e dia int e r ac t io n an d
ti me s hi ft in g c apab il it ie s . Th e Kar n aval
a p p comb in e s r adio s , v ide o s an d n ews
on one s in g l e pl at fo r m . Fo r det ail s s e e
Pa r t 2.
____________________________

Important note: Regardless of the form
of cooperation suitable for a given market, it is
strategically important for each publisher/sales house
to maintain direct relations with buyers and thus not
to delegate all online sales to a single third party. It is
essential to keep offers of tailored ad products, second
party data partnerships, sponsorship, etc. within one’s
own sales teams.
• Lack of verified third party data on audience
consumption
One of the urgent challenges that needs to be
addressed by the radio industry is to agree on
a unified audience measurement approach
to online audio and to establish corresponding
measurement standards. Having third party
verified audience data, provided to the market
in a standardised and comparable manner, will
drive advertisers’ interest in the format and
increase trust and confidence in online audio
as an important part of the premium interactive
advertising ecosystem.
 For details on online audio measurement see egta
Online Audio Measurement Insight 27
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• Size of addressable audience and lack of first
party data for audience insights, custom
audience segments
It is essential to prove the reach of online
audio, but it is not enough. In order to advance
audio as a valuable part of the programmatic
and targeted online advertising ecosystem, it
is important to enrich the audience profile
with qualitative first party data. Premium
online audio publishers like Spotify, Pandora,
Deezer and others have a strong competitive
advantage in this area - 100% of their audience
is addressable. Therefore, it is the number one
priority for radio publishers to increase the
share of addressable audience across all their
online audio products. (More information on
data and addressable audience in Part 4).
b. S imulca s t: the mo st po pul a r
un der- monetis ed on l i ne r a d i o

a nd

The ty p i cal strategi c b us i n e ss d e c i si o n to be
made by radi o publi sh er s – e spe c i a lly tho se
that are only now st art i n g to mo n eti se the i r
o n l in e audi o i nventory – i s w ha t to d o w i th
the ad break s i n th e si mu lca st of the i r
main broadcast stati ons. I s the re a wa y to
repl ace t h em wi th onl i n e- o n ly i n -stre a m
ads? Should t h e stati on ke e p the m a s pa r t
of the general radi o ad ve r ti si n g ca mpa i g n
(F M + Onli ne) sold to t he c li e nt? I s the re a
way to i ncrease yi eld wi tho u t j e o pa rd i si n g
the main broadcast reve n u e s?
There are several approaches to address the
challenge of simulcast inventory maximisation.
The first and most common option is to use prerolls and accompanying visual formats (display,
pop-ups etc.) without taking out FM advertising.
However, this approach cannot fully unlock the
potential of simulcast, neither from an ad revenues
perspective, nor from an improved listener
experience.
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The second option is to add ad insertions on top
of the existing broadcast spots – for example to
optimise off-prime time slots for simulcast where
the sold out is smaller. This entails using off-prime
for broadcast hours during a day to monetise
additional online ad insertions on top of broadcast
breaks. However, as the experience of services such
as Pandora and Spotify show, the ad tolerance
is significantly lower for online audio than for
terrestrial broadcast. Broadcasters have to
carefully evaluate where and how many additional
spots they can insert without making listeners
tune out. For example, if during the morning peak
time on broadcast (and therefore simulcast) a
radio station has ten minutes of advertising and
during off peak only six minutes, theoretically up
to four minutes of online only ads could be added
to this slot. However, this approach proves to be
less productive than complete ad replacement or
monetisation of online only streams.
The third option, is a (dynamic) replacement of
“terrestrial” spots with online audio spots. The
advantages of this approach include:
• higher RPU (revenue per user) as the CPM for
online audio is usually higher than for broadcast
radio;
• overall improvement of the quality and quantity
of the online audio offer;
• reduced ad load and burden for online listeners
– higher TSL and increased loyalty;
• opportunity to diversify the client base with
addressable advertising for major radio brands.
The main problem with simulcast is that within the
widely adopted sales model for broadcast radio
(being spot or especially CPM based), simulcast
is by default included within the broadcast
advertising offer. Historically, simulcast was
considered (and within the majority of current
RAM – radio audience measurement – systems it
still is) as just another part or total radio reach of

any given brand. As a result, simulcast reach is still
counted in the rate card.
In order to develop the ad replacement, simulcast
monetisation strategy, the first thing to check
is whether the radio audience measurement
currency on a given market allows for an analysis
of the reach of a given radio brand differentiated
by platform – FM, DAB, TV, IP and so on, or at
least differentiated between broadcast and IP. If
this is the case, as for example with RAJAR data
in the UK, then it becomes a business decision for
a radio seller how to pitch any particular campaign

or media plan. The seller could offer the client
to buy total reach/spots/impressions/GRPs on
station X – broadcast + simulcast and in this case,
the client’s spot will be present in an adbreak on
broadcast and on simulcast. Alternatively, the
client/seller can decide to run a campaign only
on broadcast and another spot on simulcast can
be sold digitally (based on different data sets and
CPM).
But

w hat

if

the

e x is t in g

au die n ce

me a su re m e nt sys te m do e s n ot a l l ow t h e
se pa ra ti o n of t h e re a ch of b ro ad ca s t a n d

FIGURE 03: Yield and revenue model
Even a partial simulcast ad replacement can boost yield per impressions and revenues by 10%-20% due to
the difference in CPM between broadcast radio and online audio.
FM + Simulcast
Distribution channel

FM

Online

% of listening

90%

10%

CPM

2,00€

2,00 €

Total contacts

90.000.000.000

10.000.000.000

Revenue

180.000.000€

20.000.000€

FM + Simulcast online audio ad replacement
Distribution channel

FM

Online

% of listening

90%

10%

CPM

2,00€

4,00 €

Total contacts

90.000.000.000

10.000.000.000

Revenue

180.000.000€

40.000.000€

FM + Simulcast online audio ad replacement + Targeted Online Audio
Distribution channel

FM

Online:
non-addressable

Online:
addressable

% of listening

90%

7%

3%

CPM

2,00€

4,00 €

10,00 €

Total contacts

90.000.000.000

7.000.000.000

3.000.000.000

Revenue

180.000.000€

28.000.000€

30.000.000€
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s imu l cast streams for a ny g i ve n ra d i o
bran d (wh i ch i s th e case i n ma ny ma r kets i n
Eu ro pe at th e m om ent)?
There are several tactics implemented by radio
broadcasters to address this issue, including:
• Promoting a digital version of the broadcast
stream instead of the direct simulcast
This solution involves getting rid of/shutting
down pure simulcast or at least making it less
noticeable within a portfolio of online radio
streams. Instead, the key focus of listeners
and advertisers is driven towards the digital
only radio streams. For example, instead of
having Kiss FM 107.9 simulcast on the station’s
website/app, an online station with an identical/
similar playlist called Kiss Online/Kiss Digital
will be launched, in which case ad breaks will be
sold online as incremental to broadcast ads.
This strategy keeps online listeners within
the realm of the station’s own brand and the
same product, while it frees the inventory for
pure online served ads (with higher CMP and
targeting opportunities). This approach also
positions the digital stream as an additional
service with incremental reach for radio
advertisers. Another advantage is the possibility
to get new – digital savvy – advertisers on
radio. However, the challenge remains as to
how to market such an approach to traditional
radio buyers who are used to getting simulcast
spots as a standard part of the FM deal.
• Keeping simulcast (unaltered, linear content
and ads) and – in parallel – developing and
promoting additional non-simulcast products
to monetise online
This option means to invest in the development
of online-only brand extensions that would offer
better interactivity, variety and richer content
compared to a simple simulcast. In this case, the
broadcaster can keep the ad breaks unchanged
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on the simulcast channel, and perhaps add prerolls to it, while simultaneously develop onlineonly audio ad breaks and sell other digital
formats across all online brand extensions
and pop-up stations. The disadvantage of
this approach is that simulcasts still tend to
generate more listening (although it is not fully
monetised), while the audience of side streams
tend to be fragmented.
• Partial ad replacement
Some radio publishers have employed a
partial ad replacement model within simulcast
streams. Instead of replacing all ads by default
(like most of the U.S. radios do), these publishers
make a dynamic categorisation (tagging) of
each spot and assign special markers to the
spots which can be dynamically replaced by
the ad server with an online audio one. Such
identified ‘replaceable’ spots could include all
types of self-promo, pro bono or bonus spots,
local advertising on radio networks, etc. This
intermediate solution increases the yield of a
simulcast without increasing an advertising
burden on listeners and keeps status quo with
broadcast advertisers.

Advertising formats
a. Audio
• Recorded spots – typically 15 or 30 seconds:
within in-stream ad inserted breaks or individual
spots, serve as self-sufficient commercial
messages. Within desktop apps and browser
players, and less often within mobile apps,
spots can be accompanied by clickable display
ads or any other visual elements (for example,
a song/album cover image or station logo may
appear instead of display advertising) with an
inserted URL link provided by the advertiser.
An audio spot is the ideal cross-platform ad
format as it does not require any adaptations
or modifications regardless of the platform
– desktop, mobile, car dashboard, connected
audio system, game consoles, etc. – on which
it is delivered. The same spot can be used
everywhere. Audio spots can also be delivered
on connected car dashboards, smart voice
assistants (Echo, Google Home, etc.) and other
connected audio enabled devices where video
and banner ads are not available.
• Native advertising and brand integrations
(podcasts and shows) – creative and highly
engaging brand integrations, usually performed
by a podcast or radio show’s hosts (with or
without endorsement) and ideally contextually
connected to the podcast topic/general
positioning and interests of the audience.
Native advertising and brand integrations are
highly effective tools as confirmed by a Midroll
study28. The ads can be integrated directly into
the show or dynamically inserted on demand

to engage big brands, which are usually “first
movers” with new advertising formats. These
types of marketing activities are viewed and
evaluated by marketers differently than direct
advertising. Therefore, a strong media brand,
famous personalities, a creative concept and
good quality content can convince brands
to jump in, even if there is no established
measurement, historical rating data, CPM
benchmarks or tracking capabilities available
(which would be required in case of a spot
advertising campaign offer).
• Branded content (podcasts, playlists, sessions,
hours, radio stations) – both the audio and visual
branding/sponsorship of a specific piece of audio
content. With the big boom in podcasting more
companies are turning to branded podcasts29,
involving full series produced to amplify a
brand’s story. Creating a well-produced branded
series may be costly but the shows can create a
deeper connection to consumers that is hard to
come by in a 30-second TV spot or a newspaper
ad campaign. Branded podcasts also require a
brand or a marketer that is confident enough to
tell an interesting story that is relevant to their
audience.

when a specific podcast has been streamed
or downloaded. The latter provides additional
monetisation opportunities for archived
episodes.
Sponsorship and native advertising within
podcasts, audio shows and special radio
programmes/channels online are a great way
© Copyright egta 2018. All rights reserved.
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Dynamic creative ads

Voice activated ads

An example of a dynamic creative solution
for simulcast comes from a company called
A Million Ads30, which developed a platform that
can harness data to dynamically personalise
different elements within an audio spot, based
on information about the users themselves,
environmental data, message sequence, publisher
and advertiser data, or by overlaying third party
data. An example of the application of such
technology is a campaign by the food delivery
company Deliveroo31. It ran on Spotify and DAX
and offered the potential to serve 46,000 different
creative combinations, with the content of the ads
determined by location, time of day, weather, day

When it comes to interactive voice activated
spots within simulcast, a US-based company
Instreamatic32 has developed a solution that
allows voice interaction with ads on mobile.
One of the core features is the ability to have
a dialogue with the ad. When the tailored
advertising comes on, users are in control and
can ask to hear more details, add an event to a
calendar, skip an ad, or call a company. The AIpowered voice response technology works with
audio ads across different mobile platforms. This
offers a great opportunity for radios to turn their
advertising spots into interactive ones, making the
most of voice control technology.

of the week and local restaurant supply making
sure customers always received the right message
at the right time in the right place. The audio ads
were accompanied by dynamic out-of-home ads,
which reference calendar events. Deliveroo also
set up branded pick up points in parks, allowing
sun-lovers to have their food delivered to an
outdoor spot.
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Interactive audio advertising has the potential
to introduce additional attribution tools and
engagement tracing opportunities for the CPA
(cost-per-action) pricing model. One of the
possible applications could be similar to social
media advertising, when a short audio teaser
serves as a headline in a social media ad and voice
activation “to hear more details” is the equivalent
of a click to read the full story. In this case serving
a headline/teaser with a brand and product can
be sold on CPM as a brand building message and
further engagement can be based on the CPA
model as a direct response.

“Shake me”
interactive ads

Branded playlist by IP
Belgium

For situations when listeners do not feel like
talking to their device, there is a solution in the
new digital audio ad format developed by Adswizz
called ShakeMe™. It is a technology designed
to encourage mobile listeners to take action
without needing to look at the phone. They do
so by shaking or tapping the phone. One example
of the technology in use is a campaign, which ran
in Germany for client Das Örtliche33, a phone book
and address finder service. They were seeking
new and innovative ways to drive awareness
and downloads of this app from Google Play and
the App store. In the ads, when listeners were
prompted to tap or shake their phones, that action
took them to an app download page. The campaign
ran across both Android and iOS smartphones, and
yielded positive results for the client. The 500,000
audio ad impressions translated into 5,560
shakes, which means a response rate of 1.12%
during the 3-week campaign. That percentage is
three times the response rate of a standard mobile
display ad.

IP Belgium partnered with streaming service
Deezer and Volkswagen and offered listeners the
possibility to get a personalised playlist before their
holiday road trip sponsored by Volkswagen. Based
on completing a questionnaire on who would be in
the car, the mood and the length of the journey, the
listeners received a personalised playlist for the
whole family.

© Copyright egta 2018. All rights reserved.
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Successful cases of
branded podcasts
Branded podcasts are a quickly growing area, for
example audio publisher Gimlet has tripled the
number of branded podcasts during the last
year. Brands can create a deeper connection to
consumers via a branded podcast that is hard to
come by in a 30-second TV spot or newspaper ad
campaign due to the intimacy of the medium and
opt-in listening. However, the only way in which
branded podcasts work, is when there is a perfect
marriage of brand voice and story. “No one wants
to listen to a 10-episode podcast about how great
ZipRecruiter is at finding a job or helping hire the
right applicant”, says Lex Friedman, CRO of Midroll.
“But if we can create a show with someone like
entrepreneur and author Seth Godin about what
it means to be successful and being the most
productive person around, that’s going to appeal to
exactly the kind of people that ZipRecruiter wants
to reach”.
To give another example, Blue Apron has been a
big advertiser in the podcast space. Their objective
was to share more of the company’s story and
ethos as well as enhance their connection to
consumers. To achieve this, Blue Apron decided to
create a branded series Why We Eat What We Eat
hosted by author and food historian Cathy Erway.
The podcast is entertaining and informative and
proves the point that when branded podcasts
are executed well, consumers want to listen –
even though in many ways they are listening to a
30-minute advertisement.
Brands that have achieved success and acclaim in
the branded podcast space, such as eBay and GE
with their Open for Business and The Message34,
opted to partner with experienced podcast
producers. Rather than setting up their own audio
initiative in-house, GE partnered with Panoply
since they did not want to make a podcast for the
sake of making it, but rather aimed to leverage this
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medium as a way of bringing a new dimension to
the GE brand identity. The Message became a hit
and one of the top downloaded shows on Apple
charts. GE have since developed other successful
podcasts such as LifeAfter35.
Open for Business, produced with Gimlet, connects
with eBay’s target audience because it explores
real stories of what it takes to open a business
and bring entrepreneurial dreams to fruition. The
content is informative and inspirational, but it is
also highly relevant to eBay’s core demographic.
Podcasts are a great way to tell stories, be
authentic and relevant, raise awareness and find
new customers. They also allow less public-facing
businesses the opportunity to explain the world in
which they operate. One example is the podcast
produced by the U.S. investment bank Goldman
Sachs, Exchanges at Goldman Sachs. The host is
the company’s Global Communications Head,
interviewing C-suite executives at Goldman Sachs
about topics such as markets in Europe, whether it
is a good time to set up a business in Germany, the
latest trends in technology, etc. Another example
is the podcast Modern Babies36, for which the
Australian IVF clinic Genea teamed up with NOVA
Entertainment, which is so far the only podcast
to examine fertility and IVF treatments by using
real-life stories. Fertility is such a private topic
and podcasting was seen as the perfect medium
to capture the stories of couples who have gone
through the journey allowing Genea to talk about
the issues of fertility in a more intimate way. The
podcast allowed the company to reach a specific,
targeted audience and win the best podcast
award at Mumbrella’s 2017 publishing awards.
Other examples of branded podcasts include:
Tinder’s DTR (Define the Relationship), Casper’s
In Your Dreams, MasterCard’s Fortune Favors
the Bold37, Microsoft’s .future38, McDonald’s
The Sauce39, Slack’s Work in Progress, Mozilla’s
IRL40, McAfee’s Hackable?41, Shopify’s TGIM42, or
Nespresso Austria’s Nespresso Coffee Talks.

Photo credit: Joshua Newton, Unsplash

Radio broadcasters and publishers have a great
opportunity to become the go-to experts in
the field thanks to their audio expertise, client

brand partner does. For example, a podcast for
a car manufacturer could be about great places
listeners go to, such as weekend getaway drives.

relationships, large promotional platform in their
FM reach and lack of competition from the U.S.
podcast powerhouses such as Gimlet or Panoply.
Spotify, however, has recently increased their
podcasting offer globally, including Europe.

The topic should revolve around the connection to
listeners’ interests rather than the product itself.
Once the relationship is established, users can
be motivated to sign up for special giveaways,
VIP content or discounts. This gives brands and
publishers the opportunity to build a connection
with the audience beyond the podcast as well
as an effective way to capture leads and collect
additional data.

The big advantage radio has over other
publishers is the existing reach of its FM and
online portfolio as well as the potential of onair promotion across its strong radio brands.
Additionally, radio publishers can develop
combined (FM, online audio, podcast) offers for
their clients. Leveraging strengths of radio’s reach
also resolves the discovery challenge associated
with the plethora of available podcasts.

Advertisers and brands are ready to experiment
with podcasts and radio publishers should get
ready to be the ones to offer them the opportunity
to connect and engage with listeners via this
unique format.

The secret to success of a branded podcast is to
produce something the audience would find useful
and valuable, while connecting with what the

© Copyright egta 2018. All rights reserved.
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b. V isu a l/di splay a d s
On top of the accompanying banner, all other
web and mobile supported visual ad formats are
available within the audio environment: banners,
skins, overlays and pop-ups. For example, Spotify
offers an extensive array of visual formats
including display, overlay, homepage takeover,
advertiser page.
c . V ideo a dverti si ng
Video advertising is in high demand and
commanding higher CPMs on average. The format
perfectly fits with audio as a pre-roll or mid-roll
when the user interacts with a stream/app. It is
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therefore deployed by the majority of online audio
players (e.g. Pandora and Spotify) as well as by
radio stations’ digital assets. A good example of
the latter is KRONEHIT’s video advertising served
both within the broadcaster’s Skip FM app, online
music video stream Kronehit TV and as a video
pre-roll within the aggregators’ streams.
The main challenge of mobile audio advertising
is the click through rate which can be very
misleading (people clicking to close the ad and
missing the close button). To avoid this, Pandora
came up with a solution to integrate their ads
more seamlessly: the ad is embedded into the
player and looks similar to the album art, has

responsive mobile design and muted option with
subtitles. The video ads are usually triggered when
the user interacts with the app, thus ensuring
viewability.
d. Re wa rd -ba s ed a d ver ti si ng a nd
e n g a gement
The most effective form of advertising in online
audio from a user engagement, cost-per-thousand
and brand effectiveness perspectives, is the socalled reward-based advertising. It is engaging as a
user has to actively opt-in for an ad, it is beneficial
for a user as the advertiser’s brand rewards him/
her with additional tangible benefits – more skips,
replay tracks, an ad-free hour of listening, etc.
Therefore, this ad format is the most appreciated

by both users and brands, while ad-supported
online services can use it to grow audience and
increase their loyalty.
Due to the higher CPMs and strong demand for a
qualitative premium inventory, video pre-rolls or
mid-rolls are promising formats for an interactive
audio experience (like Skip FM) and for rewardbased advertising.

The ads themselves may actually be 30 seconds
in length, depending on the advertiser, but users
can skip the rest and unlock the session after 15
seconds. According to Pandora, users between the
ages of 20-49 are up to 67% more likely to prefer

Pandora’s video
pre-rolls in exchange
for on-demand music
Pandora43 came up with a way for users of the
free service to access on-demand music, without
having to upgrade to a Premium subscription.
Users are given the option to watch a video ad in
order to unlock an on-demand listening session.
This feature appears when users search for a
specific song, album or playlist in the app. They
are given an option to watch a 15-second video
ad to unlock a complimentary on-demand session.

© Copyright egta 2018. All rights reserved.

mobile reward video ads than other types of ads,
such as unskippable pre-roll. The difference is even
more pronounced among Generation Z (16-19)
audiences, who are three times as likely to prefer
mobile rewarded videos.
The free session can also be triggered by coming
to the app from an outside link. When the session
ends, users can immediately opt to watch another
video to continue. The free session also offers
users access to other Pandora features, like its
personalised auto-play option.
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e . P odca s t moneti sa tion
Sponsorship and brand integrations are still the
best way to monetise podcasts. The lack of quality
data, third party measurement and discovery
tools hamper the speed of development.
The most common ways to monetise podcasts
are advertising (native advertising, sponsorships,
dynamic ad insertions), brand funded content44,
licensing content45 and live events46. According
to the U.S. market experience, podcast ads have
higher CPMs (four times when compared to radio:
$20 vs. $5) thanks to better targeting options, an
immersive experience and an on-demand lean
forward nature that delivers higher attention level.
So far, the most popular podcasting ad formats
are native brand integrations, live reads and
sponsorship. Some experts predict that along with
measurement and attribution developments the
share of dynamic ad insertion will grow, though
current data says that podcast listeners are less
perceptive/tolerant to inserted audio spots than
to live reads and sponsorships.
From a monetisation point of view a typical mistake
radio broadcasters make is approaching podcasts
from the CPM/spot sales and transactional
business model perspectives that they are used
to with radio spots. Given the difference in scale
and revenue potential, they should instead focus
on premium formats such as live reads and
sponsorships bringing value in terms of both
user experience and ROI. Merchandise and events
can be additional sources of revenue for popular
podcasts.
Measurement remains the main challenge for
monetisation, but as the segment is growing
and advertisers demand metrics, this area will
advance. Apple’s in-episode analytics and first
party data from proprietary players already
provide useful insights for publishers. It is however
limited to listening on the Apple platform. The
IAB has also published guidelines47 for podcast
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measurement and a measurement standard called
Poddindex48 was introduced in Sweden as a result
of cooperation among the major players on the
Swedish audio market.

Photo credit: Clem Onojeghuo, Unsplash
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Sales methods and team
structures
When designing a sales strategy for online audio

is historical data about streams and audiences
– streaming and ad servers log files on sessions
starts, pauses, drop outs and durations, google
analytics data, mobile apps data, etc. – all available

inventory, many radio broadcasters ask similar
questions:

data which can feed the optimisation tool with
relevant information about audience behaviour.

• Given that yield and capacity management
tactics are different for online audio:

b. P r i ci ng m o d e l

-- How do I estimate the available inventory
and predict the volume of the inventory
available for sale?
-- What is the best pricing model for online
audio in order to maximise RPU?
-- What is the optimal ad load?
• How do I organize sales process in terms of
teams’ structures and responsibilities (having
already established sales teams for broadcast
radio or working with an external sales house)?
-- What segments of advertisers and
agencies to approach?
-- What sales methods to employ and in
which proportion – direct sales, network
sales and different programmatic options?
-- How do I ensure that most of the online
audio buys will constitute an additional
investment rather than shift budgets
away from broadcast radio?
a. Yie ld ma na gement and i nvento r y
fore ca st
It is important to establish a system of yield and
capacity management for online audio in order to
make revenue forecasts and targets, to ensure
guaranteed impressions delivery to advertisers
and to optimise yield by estimating remnant inventory. The remaining inventory can be allocated
to programmatic sales and/or as incremental
impressions to support broadcast radio campaigns. The most crucial component of the system
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The most common pricing model for audio
advertising is CPM based – it is ideal for keeping
things simple, comparable and easy to manage
for all parties involved. However, for some
specific ad formats (like direct response and voice
activated ads, ads with an accompanying banner
and reward-based advertising) it could make more
sense to employ a CPA (cost per action)/CPE (cost
per engagement) pricing model to set the value
correctly for special ad products.
c. Opti m al ad load an d r e ac h / f r e q u e n c y
ca ppi ng
Pandora, being the biggest ad supported audio
service, with the longest data history of audio ad
serving to millions of users; tracking their feedback
(specifically mutes, dropouts, clicks, skips, etc.)
can serve as a valuable benchmark in the area of
optimal ad load and reach/frequency capping. In
2017 Pandora purposely kept its ad load quite low
– less than 5 minutes of advertising per hour on
average (compared to radio in the U.S. with 13-17
minutes per hour).
Pandora often uses the following clock formula:
when the user launches the service, the first break
has one spot, the second break – two spots, while
in the final break a single spot is served – this is
the maximum ad load provided that the service is
sold out in a given demo in a given city. Additionally,
Pandora’s spots are 15 seconds and 30 seconds
long, while the standard unit for broadcast radio
comes to 60 seconds. It has been a strategic
decision of the company not to increase spot load
or spot length at the moment, as users who stream
media show lower tolerance for the number and

types of commercials served. Pandora chooses to
increase prices rather than add advertising units,
as the latter could potentially endanger its time
spent listening. Pandora’s data and research show

advertisers’ objectives, while ensuring the best
possible user experience.

that people are generally not against advertising,
they are in most cases bothered by irrelevant
interruptions – when publishers interrupt their
experience at the wrong time or do not provide
listeners with enough control over their advertising
experience. What people actually want is not so
much ad-free experiences but rather interruptionfree listening. Based on these findings, Pandora
defined an optimal ad load per user (for example
older users accept more advertising), including
user-level frequency capping thresholds to
minimise interruptions and ad clutter, but at the
same time to ensure optimal yield.

The basic premise when building or adapting one’s
sales structure is that it needs to mirror or at least
reflect as much as possible the buying side team
structure. If the buying side is structured around
radio and online departments, agency and direct
clients, programmatic and direct buys, regional
and sectoral differentiation, etc., the optimal sales
team structure and process need to take all of
these factors into account.

In terms of reach and frequency formula and
frequency cap levels employed by Pandora, the
optimal level falls within the range of 65%
and 85% of reach with a 2.8 and 3.7 average
frequency. This provides an optimal ratio to meet

d . Sa l es te am s an d p r o ce s s e s

The recent trend involves generalisation of sales
teams where each sales representative can
sell the full range of ad products, formats and
platforms that his/her company represents (be it
TV and radio, radio and online display or audio, and
so on). However, at the same time, there are clear
silos within the agencies and as long as this is the
case radio and online audio ads should be pitched
to the respective specialists.

FIGURE 04: Pandora frequency cap levels
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listening audience, both nationally and locally.
Automation, self-service and programmatic
At the end of 2017, Pandora announced that it

Pandora’s advertising
strategy and sales
teams structure
Pandora is a good example of an advertising
revenue and product development strategy for the
online audio business. The company has one of
the biggest salesforce in the audio industry, which
focuses on all segments of potential buyers – radio
advertisers, digital advertisers, big national brands,
small local business, agencies, direct clients, etc.
This comprehensive approach is reflected in the
following team structure:
Digital revenue and sales structure:
• Digital budgets – direct agency sales;
• Performance budgets – for direct response
advertisers;
• Programmatic budgets.
Radio revenue and sales structure:
• National network radio budgets;
• National spot holding company agency budgets;
• Local radio small agency budgets.
As a result of such a diversified sales strategy,
Pandora has managed to compete successfully
with local radio stations for radio budgets and
with national online platforms such as YouTube or
Facebook for digital ad investments.
Pandora utilizes Triton Digital’s Webcast Metrics
audio measurement service to measure their
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was going to increase its focus on programmatic,
self-service solutions and ad tech in order to
increase the efficiency of ad sales. In the ‘digital
world’, once platforms reach a critical mass, it
becomes inefficient to continue operating with
sales representatives alone. Pandora admitted
that its ad revenues suffered from the lack of
programmatic and self-service solutions. In
2017 Pandora’s mainly “manual” sales process
had caused some advertisers to stop buying on
the platform, therefore the company continues
to invest in engineering resources and to focus
on technology solutions that automate sales,
optimise ad campaigns faster, enable better
ROI measurement and power programmatic
transactions. It will also build out a self-service
business to attract smaller local buyers. It’s
programmatic audio solution49 was launched
in 2018. Moreover, at the end of March 2018,
Pandora announced50 that it will acquire the audio
ad tech company AdsWizz. Pandora says51 it will
leverage the acquisition to capitalize on the growth
in digital audio advertising, which is up 42 percent
year-over-year, according to the IAB.

Ad tracking and attribution
While the holy grail of digital marketing is to be
able to attribute any and all advertising contacts to
measurable actions within the marketing funnel,
including sales, this is a particular challenge for
digital audio publishers. Early online advertising
attribution models were designed for mostly
direct response and paid search campaigns,
and therefore were predominantly focused on a
last-click or first-click approach – something
which was relatively easy to track and therefore
to link with users’ actions. These models assign all
credit to the first or last touch point and ignore all
previous marketing interactions and exposures
to a brand – be they traditional advertising, direct
or instore marketing, PR, recommendations, etc.
This attribution methodology causes advertisers
to over-value bottom-of-the-funnel advertising
like retargeting or paid search and under-value
upper funnel branding tactics like video and audio
advertising.

or device ID-synching is preferable to CTR or lastclick attribution.
There are some other options to measure
the impact of audio campaigns, starting with
traditional surveys and econometric models, to he
use of promo codes within native ads in podcasts
or in-store foot traffic metrics (for example, the
Foursquare panel).
Ultimately, the most effective route to attribution
may be to actually demonstrate that the medium
works, that digital audio advertising is effective.
This is exactly the approach that the industry has
been taking for many years to demonstrate the
effectiveness of broadcast radio advertising and
to justify its use as a valuable asset for marketers.
 For more information see egta’s insight Making
Data Work for Radio.

With the further development of online advertising
platforms and formats, tracking tools and the
general shift from purely call-to-action to online
brand building campaigns, attribution models
are becoming more sophisticated as well. With
the exception of highly focused direct response
campaigns where interaction with the advertising
message is a necessary condition, current views on
the attribution challenge52 consider last click as an
inaccurate and limited approach.
In the past, first- or last-click attribution models
based on clickthrough rate (CTR) have been used
to measure conversion rates in digital audio
campaigns synchronised with a banner, but the
nature of audio is clearly less than ideal for this
metric. As with radio advertising, digital audio
ads may lead to brand engagement sometime
after the impression is delivered, and conversions
may take place on a different device. Therefore,
post-listeninh attribution based on cookie-syncing
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by DAX in 2016, provides campaign metrics (i.e.
impressions, frequency, client site visits/page
views, call to actions, performance by creative)
and
audience
insights
(i.e.
demogra-

Listener Insight ID by
Global’s DAX
The Listener Insight ID52 from Global’s DAX (Digital
Audio Exchange) is a proprietary ad effectiveness
tool which enables advertisers to measure
the performance of their audio campaigns and
provides them with deeper audience insights on
digital audio listeners.
Following the acquisition of AudioHQ (U.S.) in
2017, DAX has become the largest digital audio
advertising platform in the world with a monthly
audience of 160 million. DAX is now also present in
markets such as France or Germany and combines
Global’s inventory with those of other publishers
encompassing live online radio, streaming and
podcasting. In the UK alone DAX reaches 17 million
users and is able to build large audience segments
(over 300 in total) such as Auto intenders, Sports
fans, Travel intenders, etc. DAX can also build
custom audience segments by combining DAX
data with client data and partners with additional
publishers for their 2nd party data. DAX is also
focusing on programmatic audio, currently slightly
more than half of the impressions are delivered
programmatically with a predicted 70% increase
over the next twelve months.
DAX utilizes Triton Digital’s audio advertising
server, audio SSP, and Webcast Metrics audience
measurement service to monetize their audio
streams and measure their listening audience.
Listener Insight ID, the tracking tool developed
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phics,
socio-economic
segmentation,
interests,
purchase
intent,
category
spend
percentile,
shopper
attitudes,
behaviours), as well as unlocking planning
and optimisation insights (day/time, optimal
frequency, custom audience solutions, creative
recommendations).
Listener ID uses tags in the audio ad and on the
client site to match those who both heard the
ad and visited the advertiser’s website. Once
the converted group is identified, all the data
associated with them can be extrapolated to
understand how well the campaign performed and
learn more about the audience personas of those
who responded to the campaign.
Combining the data of those who did not convert
(unmatched from the exposed group) and those
who did not hear the ad (unmatched from the
client site), insights about the campaign and any
clear points of differentiation can be drawn.
All of this allows Global to deliver key data to
clients about the sessions, unique visits, views, etc.
as well as to compare creative performance, look
at age groups, gender, social grade or shopping
preferences of listeners.

Photo credit: Picjumbo

Synergies with broadcast radio
One of the successful strategies for radio publishers
to compete with online audio services like Spotify
is to use the combination of broadcast radio (for
reach) and online radio (for targeting/incremental
touchpoints and dayparts). Positioning the audio
market as a combination of broadcast radio and
online audio gives a significant advantage to radio
sales houses.
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Synergies between FM
and online audio

Programmatic crosschannel campaigns

An example of such an approach is the RMS Total
AUDIO offer in Germany that combines FM and
online audio formats, bringing together FM reach
and the targeting options of online audio. When
evaluating a national McDonald’s campaign54 that
ran for four weeks in Germany on both FM and
online audio, research by RMS found that the
ad recall rate was 40% higher for mix listeners
than for FM exclusive listeners. This is due to the
fact that online audio offers additional audience
touchpoints, for example when commuting,
shopping or cooking, over and above the usual FM
listening. Listeners of both traditional FM radio and
online audio also scored better on restaurant visits,
with 80% of those who recognised the commercial
visiting a McDonald’s restaurant within the
duration of the campaign, in comparison with 74%
of FM exclusive listeners with recognition of the
commercial. The same goes for the frequency of
visits: 36% of mix listeners who knew the ad went
to McDonald’s two to five times, compared to 24%
of FM exclusive listeners who recognised the spot.

Online audio is also being integrated into
programmatic cross-channel campaigns, an
example of which is the recent 360-degree
campaign by Publicis Media56 in Germany for
the car sharing company Car2Go. This campaign
combined addressable TV, mobile ads, digital
OOH, online video, social media and online audio.
The target group consisted of people living in big
cities that showed interest in the sharing economy.
Additionally, based on location data, the targets
were present in locations such as universities,
gyms, museums – places likely to be reached using
car sharing services. All the ads were delivered
programmatically.

Another research backing the complementarity of
FM and online audio was conducted by OMS in the
Netherlands. Their examples55 confirmed that the
younger profile of online audio listeners is a good
supplement to FM target groups. When combined,
FM and online audio deliver significant increase
in top of mind and purchase intent. Additionally,
online audio reaches the “light users” of FM radio
thus expanding reach.
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Another example of a successful programmatic
audio campaign is the campaign by DoubleClick
and MightyHive57 for a consumer packaged
goods (CPG) brand which was looking to increase
awareness, drive traffic and encourage interactions
with the geolocation tool on their client’s website
to increase store visits and reach users who are
fitness enthusiasts and always on the go and are
not often able to engage with display and video
ads. The solution was to expand the reach of their
radio campaign to digital radio by leveraging
Bid Manager to access audio ads on Google
Play Music, which is natively built into all Android
devices. This strategy enabled them to reach users
when they are not available on desktop or mobile
web since audio is often playing in the background
and does not require the user to be engaged with
the device itself. MightyHive’s strategy enabled
them to discover new audiences for their client and
helped them deliver over 7.5 million impressions
and 7500 clicks across mobile web, desktop
and app. The campaign achieved over 95% ad
completion rates and drove a CTR of 0.11%.

Photo credit: Anastasia Zhenina, Unsplash

Chapter 04:
GDPR, data strategies &
addressable inventory
GDPR
The EU General Data Protection Regulation
(‘GDPR’) will enter into force on 25th May 2018
in all EU Member States, replacing the current Data
Protection Directive which dates back to 1995.
The GDPR builds on existing rules but introduces
significant changes: therefore, any organisation
processing personal data needs to carry out a
thorough examination of its activities in order to
ensure compliance with the new framework.
This requires important internal adjustments as
well as coordination across the advertising value
chain.
Sales houses should be well prepared for GDPR,
© Copyright egta 2018. All rights reserved.

not only because of the responsibility towards
users and the risks in terms of brand image,
but also because of the considerable economic
sanctions that the GDPR introduces (up to 4% of a
company’s annual global turnover or €20 million,
whichever is higher).
The main aim of GDPR is the protection of
citizens’ personal data, it gives the ability to
regulators and citizens to enforce rules that
have been present for some time now but have
not been properly enforced. The main rationale
behind this regulation is that people (data subjects)
hold ownership and power over their personal
data, while companies operating with the data are
just “temporary custodians” that do not own the
data and need to have a sound legal basis to make
use of the data. Publishers therefore need to build
relationship of trust with the data subjects58.
The existing ecosystem of DMPs, DSPs, SSPs
and ad exchanges that fuels the programmatic
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advertising and header bidding exposes personal
data to thousands of companies every single
time an ad is requested for a user. Additionally, by
enriching the user data with offline data through

and information related to those identifiers will
often constitute personal data. (…) The types
of pseudonymous data commonly used by
companies in the online advertising industry,

data brokers and other third parties, the publishers
are effectively contributing to data leakage. This
kind of practices will be strongly challenged by the
GDPR.

such as device advertising identifiers and cookie
IDs, will (depending on the specific situation of the
company processing the data) generally fall into
the category of personal data and thus be subject
to the requirements of the GDPR”. As is currently
the case, sensitive data (revealing political opinion,
ethnicity, sexual orientation, etc.) remains subject
to stricter conditions.

a. M at eri a l a nd geogra phi ca l sco pe
The GDPR applies only to the processing of
personal data, defined as “any information
relating to an identified or identifiable natural
person”. Personal data should be considered as an
extensive concept: to the extent that it is possible
(however difficult) to trace someone back through
information, that information may qualify as
personal data.
The context of data processing is important: for
example, hashed identifiers may not be considered
personal data unless the controller/processor
of the data can reasonably collect additional
information to single out a user. According to
IAB Europe, “under the GDPR, online identifiers

b. B a si c p r in c ip le s
Sales houses will need to ensure that their data
processing activities comply with these principles
by:
• Auditing their data processing activities,
classifying processing partners and making sure
that data processed is always linked to a specific
purpose and is necessary for that purpose. For
example, asking users for their year of birth
instead of their full birthdate may be sufficient
for targeting purposes while complying with

FIGURE 05: BASIC PRINCIPLES
The GDPR presents the basic principles that any data processing operation should follow.
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data minimisation requirements;
• Updating their policies where necessary to
inform users transparently on how their
personal information is processed, in a clear and
intelligible manner;
• Raising awareness and organising trainings
internally to ensure that GDPR requirements
are understood at every level and that day-today practices are adjusted accordingly;
• Documenting their data processing activities,
in particular the collection of users’ consent, to
be able to demonstrate compliance to the Data
Protection Authorities.
c . G r ounds for proces si ng per so na l d a ta
The GDPR is yet to be implemented and many of its
provisions are still subject to interpretation by Data
Protection Authorities and the Courts. However, it
does seem that the legal bases regularly used for
interest-based advertising are being restricted
to some extent in the GDPR, in comparison with
the current Data Protection Directive.
Consent is still the main legal basis used by
broadcasters, and the reinforcement of the
provisions on consent, as well as new requirements
introduced in the GDPR (such as, among others,
the right to data portability) have prompted some
broadcasting companies to develop single sign-on
solutions (centralised log-in system across several
services).

Regarding children’s consent, sales houses will
need to put in place mechanisms to check users’
age and ask for parental consent when necessary.
It should also be noted that online advertising
may, under certain circumstances, fall under article
22 of GDPR on automated decision making and
profiling, which further restricts the use of certain
legal bases (mainly legitimate interest).
d . E nha nce d r ig h t s of d at a s u b j e c t s
Compliance to users’ rights will become more
onerous due to:
• the limited timeframe for answering users’
request (one month);
• the obligation to provide an answer free of
charge;
• the necessary investments to ensure the
activation of the new right to data portability
as well as the extension of the right to be
forgotten which will likely cause a multiplication
of requests.
The evolution of the right to object risks disturbing
the use of legitimate interest in the field of targeted
advertising as well as direct marketing. It is likely
that the number of objections will increase, and it
will be more burdensome for companies to justify
each individual processing activity.
Similarly to the consent requirements, a single
sign-on model can be a useful tool to implement

FIGURE 06: enhanced rights of data subjects
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the new users’ rights.
Another solution can be targeting users in a way
that does not use personal data, for example
targeting based on the context of the content
people access (e.g. sports goods to people watching
sport videos). In this model the agencies do not
necessarily need to know about specific people,
but rather about segments of people, i.e. having
information on the type of person accessing the
content. This requires changes in how the current
ad tech system is set up59.
GDPR and the upcoming ePrivacy regulation
will encourage brands and publishers to build
relationship of trust with their users.
The ongoing review of the ePrivacy rules has the
potential to further strengthen the requirements of
the GDPR in the area of electronic communications.
This includes rules regarding the use of cookies
and other profiling techniques online, for which
consent may become even more difficult to obtain
in the future. However, a year and a half after the
initial legislative bill, discussions on this complex
file are temporarily stalled and there is no clear
timeline as to when a final text can be achieved or
when it will apply.
 For further information on GDPR see egta’s GDPR
Brief (11/2017).

Data for online audio publishers
The size of an addressable audience and the
quality of data for audience profiling are the
main challenges for radio when it comes to the
monetisation of online streams. This is more of a
business challenge than a technical one, as radio
publishers can collect, aggregate and activate the
same minimum data sources as any other digital
company – cookies, mobile IDs, geolocation data,
data on audio streaming, etc. Radio publishers
have a unique opportunity with regards to the
collection of qualitative first party audience data –
engaged, loyal audiences, high quality content and
premium environment for advertising. However,
the average radio publisher still has some catching
up to do with online publishers in order to make
the most of this opportunity and to be able to offer
marketers reach and targeting.
The common challenge for many radio publishers
is that a significant share of the online audio
products/streams consumption is taking place
either via “dumb players” (for example wireless
speakers) or through online radio aggregators
that do not share data with publishers or do not
provide infrastructure to serve targeted ads.
Taking audio advertising to the next level firstly
requires the development of an overarching data
system to collect and activate all first party data
available from proprietary platforms/apps and
also to actively drive audience to these platforms,
instead of consuming radio content elsewhere.
At the basic level, this includes the use of
smart audio players that comply with the latest
technical standards and the collection of a range
of machine-generated data. It requires the
integration of data from the publisher’s CRM
systems, competitions, marketing activities and
other audience touchpoints, and it may involve the
use of a registration system to identify listeners.
At a more mature level, it will require the use of
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FIGURE 07: radio publisher’s many audience
touchpoints
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data management technologies, such as data
management platforms (DMPs), data warehouses
and data onboarding platforms, as well as the ability
to use commercially available third-party data sets
and second-party data partnerships to offer better
targeting. This in turn opens opportunities to
exploit the programmatic marketing environment,
© Copyright egta 2018. All rights reserved.

with a radio publisher able to open the pipes to
new or existing private marketplaces, for example,
and to make audio inventory available to trade
alongside other digital channels.
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capabilities we have previously seen in digital
display and video.

DAX with Cineworld
Cinemas and Audi
DAX launched by Global in the UK is one of the
largest digital audio advertising platforms in the
world with a monthly audience of 160 million
people. The network combines the inventory of
radio publishers with those of publishers like
SoundCloud or audioBoom encompassing live
online radio, streaming and podcasting. For the
online audio campaign with Cineworld60, where
the main objective was to drive customers online
to sign up for Cineworld’s unlimited yearly card,
DAX combined their own data using Listener ID
(for more on DAX and Listener ID see part 3) with
Cineworld’s data. This allowed the client to see,
for example, the number of visitors, sessions
and page views from those who were exposed
to the ad creative. Thanks to the Listener ID
and the resulting audience segments, DAX was
able to target the campaign to action film fans,
drama lovers, families with children, etc. The
campaign analysis showed that DAX drove more
weekday daytime traffic to the Cineworld website
complimentary to the usual spike in visits during
evenings and weekends. DAX-exposed visitors
to the Cineworld site came more frequently and
were more likely to complete the purchase process
than the control group, achieving a notably higher
retention between the payment page and receipt.
DAX audio campaigns proved to be effective in
driving consideration, intent and incremental
reach with new audiences, moments and
times. Thus audio ads are now up to speed with
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Another example of a data driven campaign driving
consideration and intent is the partnership with
Audi where DAX used the Listener ID data as
well as second party data to drive visits to a
newly relaunched Audi website. The aim was to
identify a quality auto intender audience and use
audio’s emotional benefits to drive quality and
trust perceptions. By partnering with Haymarket,
DAX was able to serve Haymarket’s 1st party
quality auto intender audience audio adverts. The
results showed 6.3x more visits to the site from
those exposed to the ad via DAX than in the case
of the non-exposed visitors to the site. 13% of all
traffic driven to the site was generated by the DAX
campaign.

questionnaires, etc.).
Thanks to Audio DMP, once fully functional, RMS
will be able to identify and target 100% of their
online reach. Clients will therefore have access
to the whole online inventory and an array of
targeting options.

RMS Audio DMP
RMS61 is the biggest sales house for audio inventory
on the German market, selling the portfolio of its
subsidiaries – radio stations across Germany. In
2015 RMS ran their first programmatic campaign
and started looking into options on how to enter
the data market. But first, in order to increase the
CPM on their programmatic offer, RMS needed to
improve its data capabilities.
In terms of share of addressable inventory, RMS
could only target 20% of their portfolio based
on cookies from their own platforms. Listeners
accessing via aggregators or connected devices
could not be identified and targeted. The sales
house’s objective was to increase the percentage
of own cookie-based inventory. They decided
to develop their own DMP (Data Management
Platform) based on listener ID to allow RMS to
collect cookie-based data from all possible data
touchpoints – ad-server data, browser data, tags
from publishers’ websites, log-in data if available.
Additionally, data from market studies of consumer
behaviour, as well as third party data could be
integrated to fill in the gaps mainly in terms of
cross device and overlap analytics. The DMP will
be able to identify listeners across devices (Smart
TVs, smart speakers, etc.).

When it comes to programmatic, when clients
use the RMS Audio DMP audience segments and
therefore RMS’s identifiers, they get access to
the total RMS audience. However, if agencies and
advertisers opt to use their data for re-targeting
or their own audience segments, they only have
access to 20-35% of the inventory (cookiebased) due to the inability to track users on nonRMS platforms. The solution is to drop RMS’s
identifiers as well as the re-targeting cookies on
the advertiser’s side. This would create a collection
of RMS audio cookies and re-target the users via
the audio campaigns. In this scenario, clients would
gain access to 100% of the inventory.
RMS is also building audience segments based on
socio-demographic factors, device type, behaviour
localisation, interests, moods, brand preference,
etc. They are, for example, able to target the adblocker users that would not be reached by display
ads. The RMS Audio DMP should launch in Q4
2018.
 For more information and case studies on data
strategies see egta insight: Making data work for radio
(02/2017).

RMS is encouraging publishers within their
portfolio to implement strategies to steer traffic
to their own mobile/web players and further grow
the data enriched audience segments (for example
through engaging listeners in competitions,
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Recommendations for
radio publishers to
achieve greater data
maturity and maximise
inventory value
The following step-by-step guide may be used
when considering the process of designing and
building a new data infrastructure. It is important
to ensure a smooth flow of data at each stage of
the data lifecycle: Capture, Integrate, Organise,
Analyse and Act.
Star t wi th the end obj ecti ve – ho w w i l l
you u se the d a ta?
• Product development: programming, music
and content management, personalisation,
audience measurement and insights, etc.
• Marketing: retaining existing audience,
acquiring new listeners, promoting brands and
products such as mobile apps, events, crossbrand initiatives, etc.
• Advertising: targeting, retargeting, brand
activations, direct marketing, second-party
data partnerships, attribution, feedback loop,
ROI studies, etc.
W hat steps do you nee d to ta ke i n o r d er
t o e nsure da ta s ecuri ty a nd co m pl i a nce?
• Compliance with existing data protection
legislation.
• Compliance with the GDPR.

• Registrations, cookies, mobile advertising
IDs, IP addresses, geolocation data, emails,
messages, comments, social media, sociodemographic data, tastes, content preferences,
listening habits, etc.
W ha t ki n d o f d at a s o u r ce s d o yo u
a l r ea d y h ave ; w h at ad d it io n al d at a
so ur ces cou ld you leve r ag e?
• First-party data from media touchpoints:
registration, website, mobile apps, audio
player, video player, competitions, email
and newsletters, social media presence and
interactions, call centre, events, subscriptions,
uploads, product sales, etc.
• Online and offline third-party data: data
brokers, external DMPs, audience research,
audience measurement, etc.
• Second-party data through partnerships
with other publishers, advertisers and media
agencies.
W ha t i nte g r at ion ar c h it e c t u r e w ill you
need to re s olve m u lt ip le I D s co lle c t e d
f r o m d i f fe r e n t s o u r ce s in or d e r t o c r e at e
uni q ue IDs ?
W ha t a d te c h /m ar t e c h an d in f r as t r u c t u r e
w i l l yo u n e e d t o ac h ieve t h e p r oj e c t s
o bjecti ves ?
• Taking into account: performance, availability,
scalability, reliability, cost.
W ha t d a t a ac t ivat io n t e c h n olog y w ill
yo u need t o m ake t h is d at a ac t io n ab le
– to i m pa c t on p r o d u c t m an ag e m e n t an d

• Conduct a GDPR compliance audit of each
element of the users’ data management
system within the company and its partners
and providers (including sales houses, DMPs,
SSPs, ad networks, agencies).

a d ver ti si n g ?

W hat kind of d a ta w i l l yo u need to
c r e at e uniq ue us er IDs ?

• For ongoing management of data within the
organisation.
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W ha t skills
r eq ui r ed ?

an d

p e r s on n e l

w ill

be

• For the data project design and implementation.
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